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Abstract

In recent decades, traffic congestion has become a major issue in traffic networks, especially in urban networks comprised of a set of short links and signalized intersections. To circumvent the issue, various traffic control and management strategies have been devised; however, the proposed strategies are rarely developed at network-wide level. Further, the modelling approach is based on microscopic models that cannot be adopted for centralized control or macroscopic models that have limited capacity to properly describe important phenomenon of traffic networks.

This thesis aims at modelling and control of a large-scale urban network comprised of multiple pockets of congestion. The modelling approach is based on macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD), which assumes a well-defined relationship between average flow and average density for any traffic network with spatially homogeneous distribution of vehicles. This simpler representation of large-scale traffic networks using aggregated traffic variables facilitates a centralized and real-time control of urban networks. To use the system-wide benefits of MFD models, firstly, an anticipatory control scheme, integrating road users routing responses to the control model is advanced. The proposed anticipatory control approach is found to produce globally optimal solutions and move the network towards system optimum traffic condition. Thereafter, a proportionally fair control scheme that simultaneously enhances efficiency and fairness among road users is developed. The unique feature of the developed perimeter controller is consideration of road users’ trip utility in the control model without much sacrificing efficiency for fairness.

Despite the computational advantages of aggregated MFD models, these models do not describe important phenomenon of traffic networks. In the final part of this thesis, the MFD dynamics is enhanced to capture multiple kinematic waves, congestion, and queuing with high precision and within reasonable computational effort. Further, an approach for incorporating connected/autonomous vehicles (CAV)s into MFD dynam-
ics is introduced; the network-wide effect of CAVs on network’s traffic state is then investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent decades, traffic congestion has become a major issue in traffic networks due to the rapid increase of urbanization, the upward trend of travel demand, and the limited supply of road network facilities. Building new urban infrastructure to mitigate or relieve traffic congestion is not a sustainable solution. Therefore, various traffic management and control schemes have been developed to relieve traffic congestion, improve mobility, enhance safety, and reduce emissions.

While various flow modelling and control schemes have been discussed in the literature for large-scale freeway traffic networks, there is a lack of research on developing such schemes for urban networks due to their specific structures that have short links and traffic signals. Local controllers locally control traffic networks, but a network-wide centralized controller based on a detailed microscopic or mesoscopic traffic model is not operational for real-time applications. These models are based on highly detailed link-level information, which is difficult to acquire and analyze in real time, thereby imposing a huge computational burden on the system. Furthermore, the unpredictability of road users' behaviour adds more complexity to the network-wide control problem. However, parsimonious or approximate aggregated traffic models are more computationally efficient compared to their detailed microscopic counterparts and can be used to solve the problem [3].
1.1.1 Macroscopic fundamental diagram

Macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) has emerged as a promising traffic modelling tool. [4] described the dynamics of a homogeneous urban network by considering it as a single reservoir where outflow is a function of the number of vehicles in the network. MFD provides a unimodal, demand-insensitive, and low-scatter relationship between network density or accumulation (number of vehicles in a network) and network space-mean flow or outflow (trip completion rate) in roughly homogeneous urban networks. MFD was initially proposed by [5] and was widely recognized due to the seminal work of [4]. Analytical estimation of MFD was done by [6] based on variational theory method introduced in [7, 8] for a single arterial consisting of a set of consecutive links separated by traffic signals and was later extended [9, 10].

[1] verified the existence of MFD in the Yokohamas (Japan) traffic network by integrating highly scattered plots of flow versus density obtained using a combination of fixed detectors and GPS-equipped taxis. Figure 1.1 (a) shows the scatter plots of flow vs. occupancy for a weekday collected every 5 minutes from two single detectors in the Yokohamas traffic network. The relationship between flow and occupancy is scattered and does not provide much detail about traffic conditions. Figure 1.1 (b) shows the aggregated plot of average flow vs. average density obtained from two sensors over two distinct days (labels A1-D2 denote different times in two days). The unimodal low-scatter relationship between flow and density suggests the existence of MFD. Since demand and origin-destination (OD) values vary substantially over the two days, we can conclude that MFD is demand-insensitive and independent of O-D. From field data, it was also found that the ratio of production to trip completion is a relatively constant value and equal to average trip length of the region (see Figure 1.1 (c)). For the link fundamental diagram, the relationship between flow and density is described at any point of links while for network MFD, the relationship is drawn between average flow and average density of a large-scale network comprising of hundred thousand of links.
Figure 1.1: Loop detector data from Yokohamas (Japan) traffic network: (a) flow vs. occupancy for two single detectors across a day (b) average flow vs. average density from all the detectors across two days (c) ratio of production to trip completion [1].

It was demonstrated that a well-defined, low-scatter MFD can only be identified for networks with a spatially homogeneous distribution of density. Heterogeneity undermines the existence of a well-defined MFD and reduces outflow [11, 12, 13]; therefore, to facilitate modelling and control of a heterogeneous network, it can be partitioned into several smaller homogeneous sub-regions with a well-defined MFD. From Figure 1.2 (a), it can be observed that traffic network is divided into three regions. This is done using clustering technique and based on spatial features of congestion in traffic networks by minimizing variance of link density within each cluster [2]. The estimated MFD for each region is shown in Figure 1.2 (b), in which $t$ denotes the time that outflow is at its maximum level. Accumulation at this time corresponds to the critical accumulation.
1.1.2 Modeling and control based on MFD

Two basic approaches to model MFD exist: accumulation-based MFD [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and trip-based MFD [19, 20, 21, 22]. Interested readers are referred to [23] for analytical and numerical comparison of the existing MFD models. In this thesis, we focus on accumulation-based modelling. In accumulation-based MFD, dynamics of a single reservoir is described by a simple conservation equation, where outflow is a function of total number of vehicles within the network. While this approach is attractive due to its simplicity, it relies on heavily simplifying assumptions, such as assumption of constant average trip length. In reality, the average trip length varies as traffic congestion propagates throughout an urban network and influences travelers’ route choice. Also, accumulation-based models assume that the flow entering a reservoir from an upstream perimeter boundary instantly reaches the opposing downstream end with infinite speed. This later assumption is the cause of numerical viscosity observed in accumulation-based models.

Dynamic network loading (DNL) and dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) are two
important problems in transportation with major applications in network modelling, policy evaluation, and traffic operation and management. DTA assigns traffic to different parts of traffic network by creating a balance between demand and supply while DNL models evolution of traffic within the traffic network. DTA and DNL models developed in MFD literature are mostly based on conventional accumulation-based MFD models [24, 25, 26].

By partitioning a heterogeneous urban network into several homogeneous regions using clustering techniques similar to [2], proper MFDs for each region can be defined. To model multi-reservoir urban networks based on MFD, accumulation dynamics of each region is disaggregated into internal and external trips while also disaggregating based on final trip destination. Then, various traffic control strategies for large-scale urban networks can be developed. One control strategy is perimeter control, which meters the flow that transfers between any two regions in a multi-region urban network [4, 27, 28, 29, 16, 18, 30]. It operates by keeping accumulation around a desired level. Control strategies are also modelled in a model predictive control (MPC) framework for real-time applications [15, 31, 18, 24, 32, 33].

This dissertation studies modelling and control of a large-scale urban traffic network based on a parsimonious traffic model. Recently, the United Nations announced seventeen goals to reshape the future for sustainable development. This dissertation is consistent with goal number eleven, which recognizes the importance of moving towards more sustainable cities and societies through efficient use of existing infrastructure.

In this introductory chapter, Section 1.2 presents the motivation for this research. Section 1.3 illustrates the objectives of the current study. Section 1.4 introduces the contributions and methodologies, and Section 1.5 gives the outline of the thesis.
1.2 Motivations of the present study

MFD-based traffic models discussed in the literature do not appropriately represent the evolution of vehicles within traffic networks. In fact, important components of traffic networks are not captured by these models. Accumulation-based MFD models ignore regional travel time and assume that flow instantly propagates within regions [23, 16, 34]. In the absence of regional travel time and under fast-varying demand conditions, the shape and scatter of MFD is affected [35], and numerical viscosity in the accumulation graphs are observed as highlighted by [36]. These models also fail to capture multiple kinematic traffic waves that exist in traffic networks. In addition, they do not differentiate between transferring and queuing vehicles; by ignoring queuing dynamics, the real state of a traffic network is misrepresented. Although these simplifying assumptions are desirable from a modelling and computational perspective, they are not realistic and can be easily violated as traffic congestion propagates throughout urban networks and influences travelers’ route choice due to changing internal traffic conditions or OD demand [36]. The need for a more realistic MFD model is indicated in several studies in the literature, and recently, research has been initiated in this area. Aggregated traffic models can be used to their fullest if important traffic occurrences, such as traffic shockwave, queue buildup, dispersion, and spillback, can be appropriately modelled.

DTA and DNL models that use conventional accumulation-based models do not precisely propagate traffic within traffic networks, especially under fast-varying demand conditions. DNL models affect the functionality of traffic strategies that are constructed based upon that. Further, aggregated MFD models, due to their low computational requirements, are widely adopted for network-wide control of large-scale urban networks. However, such manipulation of traffic networks changes traffic states as a result of control and the reaction of road users to the implemented control. For instance, applying a travel information provision may influence route choice behaviour and redistribute trips in space (i.e., less congested roads), in time (i.e., shift from peak to off-peak
hours), or to other travel modes (e.g., carpooling, transit). In saturated networks, road
users’ responses may be significant and lead to critical bias in devising various traffic
management strategies. Therefore, the role of road users in traffic networks should be
predicted and incorporated into the design of control strategies; otherwise, the developed
control scheme is insufficient.

MFD is an elegant and simple tool to be adopted for modelling of large-scale urban
networks and has gained huge attention in recent years for control purposes. While
various control strategies are developed in literature to address different problems of
traffic networks, the research in this area is still at its infancy. The critical role of road
users in traffic network are not considered when developing control and management
strategies. Further, while the focus is always on improving efficiency and mobility,
fairness and equity measures are absent from the current literature. After reviewing the
MFD literature, the following questions raised:

- How can the likely responses of road users be considered while developing network-
wide control solutions?

- How can the measures of equity and fairness be incorporated when developing
network-wide control solutions?

- How can the conventional MFD dynamics be extended to capture multiple traffic
phenomenon?

- How can the extended MFD be adopted for dynamically loading traffic networks?

- How can CAV dynamics be modeled using MFD and what are their likely network-
wide effect on traffic networks dynamics?

This dissertation contributes to the existing body of research by trying to find ap-
propriate answers to the above questions.
1.3 Objectives of the present study

This dissertation enhances MFD-based modelling and control by capturing aspects that were not addressed in previous studies. The interaction between control and route choice at the regional level for a large-scale urban network is modeled. The proposed control scheme incorporates road users’ route choice behaviour into control decisions and finds a mutual solution between control and user equilibrium. While many control models were presented in the literature on MFD, the role of road users was mostly ignored. Further, fairness and equity measure are hugely neglected when developing control solutions in literature. To address the issue, a fair control scheme for a large-scale urban network that maximizes the utility of road users in different regions is developed. Lastly, an enhanced MFD dynamics in terms of efficiency and realism by capturing important traffic phenomena that are not captured by previous MFD models. Also, the network-wide effect of introducing connected/autonomous vehicles (CAV)s into urban networks is investigated; thus, the main objectives of this dissertation are listed as follows:

- Incorporate within-day short-term responses of road users to control instructions on a network-wide level to develop a globally optimal traffic control solution.
- Develop a network-wide control solution for a large-scale urban network that proactively responds to traffic congestion in real-time.
- Introduce a fairness measure for evaluating utility of road users in different regions of a large-scale traffic network.
- Develop a control strategy to simultaneously address efficiency and fairness measures in devising control solutions for large-scale traffic networks.
- Model more realistically traffic propagation based on MFD by capturing important traffic phenomena, such as kinematic waves, queueing, and congestion.
• Develop a computationally efficient scheme for dynamically loading a traffic network on a large scale.

• Investigate the impact of CAVs on network traffic conditions and the evolution of flow, especially during transition periods from conventional vehicles to CAVs.

• Investigate the effect of information provisions on the shape and scatter of MFD.

1.4 Contributions and proposed methodologies

This dissertation consists of three sub-problems, illustrated in three chapters. Contributions of this thesis for each sub-problem are outlined as follows:

Chapter 2 proposes a network-wide anticipatory control (AC) framework that incorporates drivers’ route choice behaviour. Control is modelled in an MPC framework for real-time applications, while user equilibrium is established through a logit route choice model and solved using a method of successive averages (MSA). The following are contributions of this chapter:

• Integrating the rerouting responses of road users into a global control framework using an iterative optimization and assignment procedure.

• Developing a two-level control scheme that consists of control and user equilibrium modules.

• Establishing user equilibrium at the regional level through a logit route choice model and solving the model by adopting the method of successive averages (MSA).

Chapter 3 introduces a proportionally fair perimeter control (PFPC) model for a multi-region urban network in an MPC framework for real-time applications. Queuing dynamics at the regional perimeters are incorporated into the MFD dynamics using a point queue (PQ) model. As an objective for the proportionally fair model, a novel
utility measure based on average regional speed is introduced. Contributions of this chapter are listed below:

- Enhancing MFD by integrating queueing dynamics using a PQ model.
- Proposing a utility measure to distribute traffic fairly within a network.
- Introducing a heterogeneity coefficient based on MFD queuing dynamics.
- Developing a network-wide perimeter control scheme using the proportional fairness concept.

Chapter 4 proposes a multi-reservoir dynamic network loading (DNL) model that consists of a link and a node model. Using variational theory (VT), an LWR model is incorporated into the MFD dynamics to enhance traffic propagation at reservoirs by capturing important traffic phenomena, such as kinematic waves, queueing, and congestion, while the node model functions as a medium for transferring flow to other parts of the multi-reservoir network. We use a numerical scheme to solve the DNL model. Contributions of this chapter are as follows:

- Capturing proper wave propagation and estimating rigorous inner reservoir travel time for an urban arterial with a piecewise linear MFD.
- Developing algorithms based on VT to solve the KWT solution for an MFD-based traffic network.
- Developing a computationally efficient solution to dynamically load a traffic network without requiring space-discretization.
- Incorporating the dynamics of CAVs into the MFD dynamics using an MFD aggregated traffic model.
1.5 Outline of the thesis

This thesis consists of 5 chapters that are laid out as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces an anticipatory control framework for network-wide control of an urban network. This chapter introduces accumulation-based MFD models and develops a perimeter control scheme and user equilibrium model based on the introduced MFD model.

Chapter 3, first introduces the accumulation-based MFD model that considers queueing dynamics. In the second part, I illustrate the proportional fairness concept and propose an objective function for the control model that considers utility of road users for travelling in a heterogeneous traffic network separated into several homogeneous regions.

Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive review of accumulation-based MFD models with specific attention to the capability of these models for representing precise inner regional travelling time and a proper description of wave propagation. I present an enhanced traffic model based on VT and develop the solution algorithm. This chapter also covers the incorporation of CAVs into the MFD dynamics and investigates the network-wide effect on maximum flow, shape, and scatter of MFD.

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of this thesis and presents the main conclusions. In addition, suggestions for future research are mentioned.
Chapter 2

A network-wide anticipatory control of an urban network using macroscopic fundamental diagram

In this chapter, a network-wide anticipatory control (AC) framework, incorporating drivers’ route choice behaviour, is proposed. The proposed AC, consisting of two main levels of control and route choice, explicitly accounts for road users’ responses to the implemented control. Perimeter control, modeled in model predictive control (MPC) framework for real time applications, optimizes inter-regional transferring flow at network level. User equilibrium is established through a logit route choice model and solved using method of successive averages (MSA). The modelling approach adopted is based on macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD), which provides a unimodal low-scatter relationship between density and outflow of any region within a network. Numerical results indicate that the proposed AC outperforms no control and basic control cases and shows promising results in alleviating congestion and deriving the network to near system optimum traffic condition, under various demand patterns and levels.

2.1 Introduction

In recent decades, traffic congestion has become a major issue in traffic networks due to the ever-increasing trend of travel demand and the limited supply of road network

---

1The essential contents of this chapter have been published in: Moshahedi, N., Kattan, L. and Tay, R., 2021. A network-wide anticipatory control of an urban network using macroscopic fundamental diagram. Transportmetrica B: Transport Dynamics, 9 (1), pp.415-436. With permission from Taylor & Francis [see Appendix].
facilities. Traffic management schemes and control measures, such as signal control, ramp metering, variable speed limit, congestion pricing and route guidance, were shown to be effective in alleviating urban traffic congestion [see [37] for a review]. It has been demonstrated that incorporating drivers’ routing responses into the control schemes, enhances the efficacy of controllers in improving mobility and mitigating congestion, especially in saturated traffic conditions [38, 39, 40, 42, 43].

Integrating user equilibrium into control problem is often referred to as anticipatory control (AC) of traffic network. AC accounts for drivers’ routing decisions by predicting their responses to control, and including the anticipated likely responses in the control decision, with an aim to reach global optimality [44]. Manipulation of urban networks by implementing any type of control, changes traffic state not only due to the control itself but also due to the drivers’ routing responses to the implemented control. For instance, applying a travel information provision may influence route choice behaviour and redistribute trips in space (i.e., less congested roads), in time (i.e., shift from peak hours to off-peak), or to the other travel modes (e.g., carpooling, transit). In saturated networks, rerouting effect may be significant, and lead to critical bias in devising various traffic management strategies. The effect of control on routing decisions was first addressed by [45]. This seminal work led to a tail of research on problems such as urban traffic signal control [46, 47] and road pricing [48, 38]. More recently, this approach was adopted in devising control schemes based on dynamic user equilibrium [39, 40, 43]. Anticipatory traffic control approaches can be modelled in the following forms: bi-level optimization problem (BLP) with control model at the upper level and route choice model at the lower level [40] (in BLP, upper level problem refers to the outer optimization problem and lower level problem refers to the inner optimization problem), optimization problem with user equilibrium as a constraint [41, 42], and a separate control and route choice models related through iterative optimization and assignment (IOA) [44]. In game theory terms, BLP is equal to the Stackelberg game in which road authority determines control measures with anticipation of the likely re-
response of road users, and IOA is equal to a Nash-Cournot game in which road authority
and road users make decision independently and iteratively given the latest information
received from the other entity until convergence criterion is satisfied. The difference
between solutions found using the two methods is insignificant. For a medium-sized
problem, IOA converges within reasonable computational time and effort; therefore,
IOA is suitable for real-time applications [49].

The practical relevance of explicitly considering route choice in control problem lies
in the rerouting effect induced by implementation of control. In other words, AC facil-
itates evaluation of road users’ responses to various short-term and long-term control
strategies. Further, it can be used to examine the control performance under system
optimal control conditions, where control and route guidance are integrated [50]. [51]
investigated the effect of the type of control on route choice and concluded that route
choice is strongly affected by the control used in the traffic network. Hence, ignoring
such responses may not only limit the potential usefulness of the developed strategy, but
may also lead to deterioration rather than the intended amelioration of traffic conditions
when implemented in real-world traffic networks. Despite the merits associated with
AC models, integrating route models into control framework adds extra complexity to
the problem, making tractability issue a real concern, even in case of static traffic as-
signment and a simple network with separable travel time function [41, 43]. Addressing
the analytical tractability issues suggests the need to incorporate travellers’ responses
using aggregated traffic models.

Developing a network-wide control solution based on a detailed microscopic or meso-
scopic traffic model is not operational for real-time applications. These models are based
on highly detailed link-level information, which is difficult to acquire and analyze in
real-time; thereby imposing a huge computational burden on the system. Furthermore,
the unpredictability of road users’ behaviour adds more complexity to the problem. To
solve the network-wide control problem, parsimonious or approximate aggregated traffic
models proved to be more computationally efficient compared to their detailed micro-
scopic counterparts. The readers are referred to [3] for a review of parsimonious traffic models. Macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) has emerged as a promising traffic modelling tool in recent years. It provides a unimodal, demand-insensitive, low-scatter relationship between network density or accumulation (number of vehicles in a network) and network space-mean flow or outflow (trip completion rate), in roughly homogeneous urban networks. It was initially proposed by [5] and was widely recognized due to the seminal work of [4]. [6] derived analytical theories for MFD, and [1] verified its existence in Yokohamas (Japan) traffic network by integrating the highly scattered plots of flow versus density obtained using a combination of fixed detectors and GPS-equipped taxis. It was demonstrated that a well-defined, low-scatter MFD can only be identified for networks with a spatially homogeneous distribution of density. Heterogeneity undermines the existence of a well-defined MFD, and reduces its outflow [11, 12, 13]. MFD was further investigated using empirical or simulated data in other studies [11, 2, 12], and several analytical [6, 9] and experimental [1, 52] methods were suggested in literature for its efficient estimation. To facilitate modelling and control of a heterogeneous network, it can be partitioned into several smaller homogeneous sub-regions with well-defined MFD, using spatial properties of congestion [2]. Perimeter controllers, metering the amount of flow that is allowed to transfer between any two neighboring regions, were developed for control of urban networks [4, 27, 28, 29, 16, 18, 30]. Model predictive control (MPC) was utilized for modelling control problems for real-time control purposes [15, 31, 18, 24, 32, 33].

Recently, research efforts have been devoted to developing route choice models based on MFD dynamics. [53] approximated user equilibrium by developing a region-based route choice model. They proved that an aggregated MFD is capable of representing system dynamics nearly as well as a detailed microscopic one, based on the aggregated traffic information with reasonable computational burden that is suitable for real-time applications. [24] advanced a user equilibrium and a system optimum route choice models based on MFD. For a mixed urban and freeway network under perimeter con-
control, a simple DTA model based on instantaneous travel time was modeled by [15]. [32] adopted Logit route choice model to describe road users’ routing in a traffic network with combined perimeter and route guidance control while considering complying vehicles to the route guidance control recommendations. [54] used C-Logit route choice model to simulate road users’ adaptiveness to traffic condition in a network with perimeter and boundary flow controllers. [24] developed a region-based route guidance model that considered a sub-regional level route choice model as a plant to capture network’s dynamic properties such as regional mean trip length. [55] developed a hierarchical traffic control scheme that consisted of a centralized higher-level regional route guidance and a local lower-level sub-regional path assignment; the scheme recommended a sequence of sub-regions from an origin to a destination that met the higher-level control goal. [56] proposed a demand management strategy that optimizes network performance by manipulating road users’ departure times. In this study, the plant model is based on trip-based MFD with explicit consideration of arrival time, trip length and earliness and lateness fees for each traveller while the optimization model is based on accumulation-based MFD to deal with analytical tractability issues. Although a handful of previous studies in MFD control literature considered route choice, consideration of the rerouting effect induced as a result of the implemented control and its impact on other parts of the traffic network is seriously lacking. One leading efforts in this direction is the work by [57] who developed a modeling framework to assess the impact of perimeter gating control on outside network in terms of queuing, emission and total time spent of the network. For a single region with a by-pass route as an alternative, a simple proportional integral (PI) type controller was modeled to keep the accumulation around the critical level while the demand elasticity resulting from the implemented control and rerouting was considered in dynamic user equilibrium model in the closed-loop control framework. In their study, they used a simple PI-type controller while considering only a single region network.

This chapter extends the literature on MFD-based control by integrating the rerout-
ing responses of road users into the global control framework through an iterative optimization and assignment procedure. In the proposed AC, control and route choice models interact through an iterative procedure which transfers the route choice and control information between the two parties. The urban network under study is divided into several regions dynamics of which is described through MFD. Perimeter control modeled in MPC framework to handle demand uncertainty and accumulation measurement error is devised to control the inflow to the CBD region. MPC plant is modeled at the same abstract level as the prediction model and is assumed to have access to the real demand and accumulation values. To balance the trade-off between computational burden and accuracy of the model and to keep the problem tractable for real-time control application, both control and route choice are developed at the regional level and related through an iterative procedure. Performance of the proposed AC is compared with no control, basic control and system optimum which is considered as a benchmark of an ideal traffic state representing the best network performance that can be achieved when traffic managers have full control over travellers’ routing.

Current work focuses on within-day traffic assignment, which investigates within-day short-term response of drivers to traffic condition. It is thus applied to traffic network after the initial period of introduction of control strategy, when day-to-day transient effects have settled. Logit model adopted for describing road users’ routing responses accounts for travellers’ knowledge of travel time. Today’s availability of real-time traffic information from Google traffic or other navigation devices assures and hastens the establishment of some form of traffic equilibrium [58]; thereby making the convergence of the proposed AC more realistic. In fact, travellers are affected by the delays resulting from vehicle queuing at the perimeter boundaries and real-time traffic information considers these delays in the suggested routes.
2.2 Methodology

To represent the inter-dependency between control and route choice, it is essential to explore the way they interact with one another. Traffic can be considered as a mutually consistent system; travel time is determined by congestion patterns, and congestion patterns are affected by travel time [44]. When perimeter control is introduced to a network, congestion patterns and delays are induced as a result of restricting the inflow to the controlled area of the network and the created queue at the perimeter boundary. Part of the restrained inflow reroutes to less congested alternative routes, increasing travel time at those routes as a consequence. The resulting changes in traffic flow patterns and travel times make another round of control necessary in order to keep the network traffic state around the ultimate control goal. The interaction between two involved parties continues until a mutual solution is found. The inter-dependency between user equilibrium function, $F$, and travel time function, $E$, in a controlled network with $\lambda$ as a routing variable and $u$ as a perimeter control variable, corresponds to a fixed-point problem as follows:

$$\lambda = F(E(\lambda,u))$$

The fixed-point problem is described in a general framework, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Perimeter control values are determined based on the traffic flow patterns received from the route choice model, and routing decisions are made based on the control values estimated at the perimeter control model. The detailed description of the control and route choice models are elaborated in next sections.

2.2.1 Formulation of the upper-level MFD-based perimeter control problem

Consider \( G = (R, W) \) as a connected urban network, where \( R = \{1, \ldots, r_m\} \) is a set of regions, \( W \) is a set of OD region pairs, and \( P_w \) is a set of routes between OD pairs \( w \in W \). Consider \( G \) as a heterogeneous urban network partitioned into several homogeneous regions. Dynamics of any region \( i \in R \) is described by its MFD = \( G_i(n_i) \) (veh/s), indicating the number of trips completed within a region as a function of its accumulation \( n_i \) (veh).

To model the MFD dynamics, \( n_i \) is disaggregated according to the final trip destinations, such that \( n_i = n_{ii} + \sum_{j \neq i, j \in R} n_{ij} \). \( n_{ii} \) denotes the accumulation of region \( i \) with the final trip destination within the same region (internal trip) while \( n_{ij} \) denotes the accumulation of region \( i \) with the final destination in another region \( j \) (external trip). The general mass conservation equations of the multi-region urban network as described by [18] are as follows:

\[
\dot{n}_{ii}(t) = d_{ii}(t) + \sum_{l \in H_i} u_{li}(t) f_{li}^i(t) - f_{ii}(t) \quad \forall i \in R, t = 1, 2, \ldots \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{ij}(t) = d_{ij}(t) + \sum_{l \in H_i,i \neq j} u_{li}(t) f_{lj}^i(t) - \sum_{r \in H_i} u_{ir}(t) f_{ir}^i(t) \quad \forall i, j \neq i \in R, t = 1, 2, \ldots
\]

Where \( d_{ii} \) (veh/s) denotes newly generated internal demand in region \( i \), and \( d_{ij} \) denotes newly generated external demand in region \( i \) with a final destination in another region \( j \). \( f_{ii} = (n_{ii}/n_i)G_i(n_i) \) (veh/s) denotes internal flow in region \( i \), and \( f_{ij} = (n_{ij}/n_i)G_i(n_i) \) denotes the flow traveling from region \( i \) to final destination at region \( j \); region \( i \) and region \( j \) are not necessarily neighboring regions. \( u_{li} \) denotes the perimeter
control value, controlling the amount of flow allowed to transfer between region $i$ and its neighbor region $l \in H_i$. $f_{ij}^r$ corresponds to the flow traveling from region $i$ to region $j$ passing through the immediate next region $r \in H_i$, where $f_{ij}^r = \theta_{ij}^r f_{ij}$. Regional split ratio $\theta_{ij}^r$ denotes the percentage of flow transferring from region $i$ to region $j$ through the immediate next region $r \in H_i$. This variable is integrated into the state estimation equations in order to account for route choice decisions and is estimated from the traffic equilibrium model discussed in the next section.

The upper-level perimeter control problem is constructed in model predictive control (MPC) \[59, 60\] framework. In MPC, at each time step, the perimeter control values are optimized over a prediction horizon; however, only the first sample of the control is applied, the horizon is shifted forward, and control rates are optimized using the updated routing responses over the new shifted control horizon. The whole process is repeated continuously until the end of simulation time. MPC is suitable for adopting in the current control model since it can handle uncertainty, disturbances, and model mismatch errors that exist in the model as a result of data collection noise and demand prediction error. Further, it can easily handle constraints and the nonlinear dynamics of a control problem. MPC for the MFD-based perimeter control problem was first proposed by \[30\] for a simple two-region urban network, and was later used in more complicated perimeter control problems in MFD literature \[15, 31, 18\]. This approach effectively handles traffic condition in a congested network compared to simple control approaches such as bang-bang controller \[4\] that causes uneven distribution of vehicles, increases heterogeneity, and reduces the total network outflow when used in a multi-region urban network; and PI-type controller \[29, 16\] with unsatisfactory performance in high demand and saturated traffic condition.

The higher-level MPC perimeter controller is formulated as follows:
\[
\min_{u_{ij}} \quad T_c \sum_{t=1}^{N_p} \sum_{i \in R} n_i(t) \tag{2.2}
\]
\[
0 \leq n_i(t) \leq n_{i,jam} \quad \forall i \in R, t = 1, \ldots, N_p \tag{2.3}
\]
\[
u_{min} \leq u_{ij}(t) \leq u_{max} \quad \forall i \in R, j \in H_i, t = 1, \ldots, N_p \tag{2.4}
\]
\[
\theta_{ij}^r(t) = \sum_{k \in P_{ij}} \lambda_{ij}^k(0) \cdot \delta_{r,k}^i \quad \forall r \in H_i, t = 1, \ldots, N_p \tag{2.5}
\]
\[
d_{ij}(t) = d_{ij,t} \quad \forall i, j \in R, t = 1, \ldots, N_p \tag{2.6}
\]
\[
n_{ij}(0) = n_{ij,0} \quad \forall i, j \in R \tag{2.7}
\]
\[
\lambda_{ij}^k(0) = \lambda_{ij}^k \quad \forall i, j \in R, \forall k \in P_{ij} \tag{2.8}
\]

Eq (2.2) minimizes the total accumulation of the network [this value is equal to the total travel time of the network as discussed by [29]] with respect to perimeter control values \(u_{ij}\), over a prediction horizon \(N_p\) with \(T_c\) as a control sampling time. Mass conservation Eq (2.1) is added to estimate the dynamics of the network as explained earlier in this section. Eq (2.3) ensures that regions’ accumulations do not exceed the jam accumulation level \(n_{i,jam}\), and thus prohibits the network from moving towards gridlock. Eq (2.4) constrains the perimeter control values between a lower limit \(u_{min}\) and an upper limit \(u_{max}\). Eq (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) initialize demand, accumulation, and regional split ratio, respectively.

Regional and route split ratios considered in this chapter define the percentage of inflow traveling on any route within the network; however, there is a slight difference in their definition. Route split ratio \(\lambda_{ij}^k\), defined similar to conventional link-based traffic assignment, is associated with a given path \(k\) and thus, denotes the percentage of inflow traveling from origin region \(i\) to destination region \(j\) through path \(k\), where \(k\) constitutes
a set of consecutive regions. On the other hand, regional split ratio $\theta_{ij}^r$ aggregates route split ratio values based on a common traversed region, $r \in H_i$, which is the immediate neighbor region to the origin region $i$. The control model requires regional split ratio $\theta_{ij}^r$ as an input while the traffic assignment model estimates route split ratio $\lambda_{ij}^k$ as its output; hence, Eq (2.5) is added to convert route split ratios to regional split ratios by summing over all the existing routes between region $i$ and $j$ that passes through the next immediate region $r \in H_i$. This is schematically shown in Figure 2.3. Consider route split ratios $\lambda_{15}^1$ corresponding to route 1 (1 − 2 − 3 − 5) and $\lambda_{15}^2$ corresponding to route 2 (1 − 2 − 4 − 5). Since both paths traverse region 2 immediately after origin region 1, the regional split ratio for trips from origin region 1 to destination region 5 passing through immediate region 2, $\theta_{15}^2$, is estimated by aggregating route split ratios $\lambda_{15}^1$ and $\lambda_{15}^2$. Region-route incidence matrix, $\delta_{ij}^{r,k} = 1$, if in a trip from origin region $i$ to destination region $j$ using path $k \in P_{ij}$, region $r$ is the immediate region that is traversed after origin region $i$; $\delta_{ij}^{r,k} = 0$ otherwise.

2.2.2 Formulation of the lower-level MFD-based route choice problem

To establish user equilibrium, an MFD-based regional route choice model is proposed. Due to unavailability of link-level traffic information and analytical tractability issues, a region-based model determining the sequence of regions taken for a trip from an origin region to a destination region is advanced. For any region $i$, there exists a separable travel time function estimated as $\tau_i(n_i) = n_i/G_i(n_i)$, provided that regional trip length is assumed constant (the assumption of constant trip length is conventional assumption of accumulation-based model). [1] confirmed this assumption by exploring the relationship between production and outflow of a region, and finding that the relationship indicates a relatively constant value throughout a day; however, in later works, the assumption of constant average trip length was revisited and replaced by continuous modelling of an area within a region [53], or dividing the region into several sub-regions and integrating their dynamics into the route choice model [24, 18, 55]. In this chapter, I assume that
the regional trip length is constant and is not affected by drivers’ route choice decisions; however, the proposed framework can be extended to consider variable regional trip lengths.

In order to track the vehicle movements on different routes within the network, accumulation of each region is decomposed according to its origin, destination, and the route on which traverse from a particular region to a destination. Let \( n_{ij}^{r,k} \) be the accumulation of vehicles in region \( r \) that travels from origin region \( i \) to destination region \( j \) through path \( k \in P_{ij} \). The dynamics of region \( r \) based on its location on path \( k \) is expressed as follows [24]:

\[
\dot{n}_{ii}^{i,k}(t) = d_{ii}(t) - f_{ii}(t) \quad \forall i \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{ij}^{i,k}(t) = d_{ij}^{k}(t) - u_{ik}^{(i)}(t)\hat{f}_{ij}^{i,k}(t) \quad \forall i, j \neq i \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{ij}^{k,l}(t) = u_{k}^{(j)}(t)\hat{f}_{ij}^{k,(j),k}(t) - f_{ij}^{k,l}(t) \quad \forall i, j \neq i \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{ij}^{k,l}(t) = u_{k}^{(r)}(t)\hat{f}_{ij}^{k,(r),k}(t) - u_{k}^{(r)}(t)\hat{f}_{ij}^{r,k}(t) \quad \forall i, j \neq i, r \neq i \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p
\]

The first equation in this set estimates state dynamics of internal trips, and the other three equations are used for estimating state dynamics of external trips. For each route, accumulation of origin and destination regions are estimated using second and third equations, respectively. The last equation is applied when the intended region is none of the origin or destination regions. \( d_{ij}^{k} \) denotes part of the demand between origin region \( i \) and destination region \( j \) that is assigned to path \( k \in P_{ij} \), such that \( d_{ij}^{k} = \lambda_{ij}^{k} d_{ij} \).

Note that the route split ratio \( \lambda_{ij}^{k} \) obtained from the route choice model is different from the regional split ratio \( \theta_{ij}^{r} \) estimated in Section (2.2.1).

Transferring flow \( f_{ij}^{r,k} \) from region \( r \) to its succeeding neighboring region \( k^{(+r)} \) on path \( k \in P_{ij} \) is restricted by the receiving capacity of the succeeding region; therefore,
the real transferring flow \( \hat{f}_{ij}^{r,k} \) can be computed as a minimum of two terms as follows:

\[
\hat{f}_{ij}^{r,k} (t) = \min(f_{ij}^{r,k}(t), C_{r(r+)}(n_{k(r+)}(t))) \frac{n_{ij}(t)}{\sum_{i \in R} \sum_{j \neq i} \sum_{k \in P_{ij}} n_{ij}^{r,k}(t)}
\]

\[\forall i, j, r \in R, r \in H, k \in P_{ij}\]

Where \( C_{r(r+)}(n_{k(r+)}(t)) \) denotes receiving flow capacity of region \( k(r+) \) from region \( r \), estimated as a piecewise function relating to accumulation as follows [18, 61]:

\[
C_{r(r+)}(n_{k(r+)}(t)) = \begin{cases} 
C_{r(r+)}^{\max} & \text{if } 0 \leq n_{k(r+)} \leq \chi n_{k(r+),jam} \\
C_{r(r+)}^{\max}(1 - \frac{n_{k(r+),jam}}{n_{k(r+),jam}}) & \text{if } \chi n_{k(r+),jam} \leq n_{k(r+)} \leq n_{k(r+),jam}
\end{cases}
\]

\[\text{where } C_{r(r+)}^{\max} \text{ denotes the maximum value of region’s receiving capacity, computed as a minimum of region’s supply function and boundary capacity. } \chi \text{ is the parameter that defines critical accumulation of receiving capacity function, associated with a point that capacity starts to decrease from the constant value. While [62] and [31] considered this point equivalent to the MFD critical accumulation, [61] identified this assumption too restrictive and claimed that turning point of receiving capacity is higher than the critical accumulation value.}

\[\text{In presence of perimeter control at boundary of the neighboring regions, the actual flow that transfers from region } r \text{ to the next region } k(r+) \text{ is also constrained by the perimeter control rates } u_{r(k+)}. \text{ [63] claimed that in such condition receiving capacity constraint can be eliminated as perimeter control prohibits the network from reaching high accumulation levels. In this study, however, since we only control the inflow to CBD region and no control between other regions is applied, this constraint cannot be disregarded.}

The total regional accumulation at any time step \( t \) is derived as follows:
\[ n_r(t) = \sum_{i \in R} \sum_{j \in R} \sum_{k \in P_{ij}} n_{ij}^{r,k}(t) \quad \forall r \in R \] (2.12)

2.3 Framework for network-wide anticipatory control of urban network

The proposed Anticipatory control (AC) scheme consists of two models, which actively interact and influence one another [see Figure 2.2 for schematic view of the proposed AC]. Perimeter control problem, modeled in MPC framework, minimizes the total network time spent over a pre-defined prediction horizon through optimizing the amount of flow that transfers between adjacent regions, given road authorities’ control goals and regulations, demand, and the route split ratios received from the route choice model. Based on the perimeter control rates obtained from the controller, the route choice model minimizes drivers’ selfish perceived travel times using the logit route choice model. In the route choice model, firstly a set of initial route split ratios are estimated based on a free-flow travel time which is used to update traffic state and travel time. Based on the updated travel time, route split ratios are estimated using logit assignment formula. Lastly, routing ratios are derived as a weighted average of the previously obtained solutions. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, the procedure continues by updating the traffic state at next iteration. Once convergence of MSA is achieved, route split ratios are sent to the control model. In response to the newly established user equilibrium, the perimeter control rates are re-estimated by the controller. The procedure continues until convergence or stopping criterion is satisfied. The algorithm reiterates over all time steps during the control interval.

Modelling the perimeter control problem in MPC framework enables us to handle the noise and measurement errors attributed to the stochastic nature of demand and accumulation states. Thus, at each time step, after convergence is achieved and new control rates and routing ratios are obtained, the traffic state of the network is updated using the plant model as representing reality of the traffic network. It is assumed that
Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the proposed network-wide anticipatory control
plant model has access to real values of demand and accumulation while the prediction model has only access to the average values. Thus, the control schemes are assumed to receive information from a plant model, which is constructed based on a route choice model to simulate the evolution of traffic in the network as the demand profile is loaded; in other words, the state of the system is assumed to be continuously monitored and noisy “observed data” is obtained from the plant model (similar to the data obtained from traffic sensors that is used to estimate the state of the network in real-time). Consistent with [32], regional split ratios estimated using route split ratios are considered constant during the prediction horizon. Predicting them would add extra complexity to the model while a significant change in result is not expected. For future research, it is interesting to test if the solution improves by relaxing the constant route split ratio assumption during the prediction horizon of the MPC model. Performance and convergence of the proposed AC is evaluated using a numerical example in Section 2.4.

2.3.1 Method of successive averages for solving regional route choice model

In this section, we employed the well-known method of successive averages (MSA) to solve the region-based stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) problem embedded in the proposed AC framework. MSA is widely used for solving traffic assignment problems due to its simplicity. It functions based on a pre-determined moving step-size along the descent direction and estimates the route flow at each iteration as an average of the solutions from previous iterations. Since the flow pattern generated at each iteration contributes equally to the solution, MSA suffers from low convergence speed. To speed up the process, we assigned higher weights to the solutions from more recent iterations by setting step size $\epsilon^{(m)} = \frac{2}{m+1}$, with $m$ being number of iterations [64]. [65] proved that under some regularity conditions, any sequence of $\epsilon^{(m)}$ satisfying $\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \epsilon^{(m)} = \infty$ and $\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} (\epsilon^{(m)})^2 < \infty$ will guarantee convergence of MSA algorithm; hence, the decreasing step size $\epsilon^{(m)} = \frac{2}{m+1}$, forces the algorithm to converge. MSA convergence criterion in this study, requires the maximum difference between variables of two successive iterations.
to be less than a pre-defined convergence threshold.

In addition to the SUE model, a stochastic system optimum (SSO) route choice model is formulated for comparison purposes to examine the effectiveness of AC and its ability to reach a near system optimum traffic state. With estimation of mean traveling time $\tau_i(n_i)$ for any region in the network, and assuming a third-order function for MFD, marginal regional travel time required for SSO problem is derived as follows:

$$\tilde{\tau}_i(n_i) = \tau_i(n_i) + n_i \frac{d\tau_i(n_i)}{dn_i} = \tau_i(n_i) + n_i \frac{d}{dn_i} \left( \frac{n_i}{G_i(n_i)} \right)$$

$$= \tau_i(n_i) + n_i \frac{d}{dn_i} \left( \frac{n_i}{an_i^3 + bn_i^2 + cn_i} \right) = \left( \tau_i(n_i) \right)^2 \left( -an_i^2 + c \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

In this formulation, $\tilde{\tau}_i(n_i)$ is interpreted as marginal contribution of an additional traveller to the travel time [66]. The MSA algorithm used to solve SUE/SSO problem is demonstrated as follows [65, 66]:

- **Step 0- initialization:**
  - set iteration number $m = 1$.
  - perform initial stochastic network loading using regional free-flow travel time to estimate route travel time for SUE/SSO using $T_{ij}^k = \sum_{r \in R} (\tau_r(n_r) + \frac{T}{2} u_k(n_r) - f_{k-}(n_r) - f_{k+}(n_r)) \delta r_{ij}$
  - $\tilde{T}_{ij} = \sum_{r \in R} (\tilde{\tau}_r(n_r) + \frac{T}{2}) d_{ij} \delta r_{ij}$, and the logit assignment formula $\lambda_{ij}^{(1)} = \frac{e^{-\phi \tilde{T}_{ij}^k}}{\sum_{k \in P_{ij}} e^{-\phi \tilde{T}_{ij}^k}}; \phi > 0$.

  $$0/ \lambda_{ij}^{(1)} = d_{ij} \frac{e^{-\phi \tilde{T}_{ij}^k}}{\sum_{k \in P_{ij}} e^{-\phi \tilde{T}_{ij}^k}}; \phi > 0.$$

- **Step 1- update:**
  - update MFD dynamics using eq (2.9).
  - estimate total accumulation of each region using eq (2.12).
  - estimate the updated regional travel time/regional marginal travel time for SUE/SSO using $\tau_r(n_r)/\tilde{\tau}_r(n_r)$.
• Step 2- direction finding:
  - perform stochastic network loading using the updated route travel time for SUE/SSO using $T_{ij}^k / \tilde{T}_{ij}^k$, and the logit assignment formula
  
  $$\lambda_{ij}^k(m) = \frac{e^{-\phi T_{ij}^k}}{\sum_{k \in P_{ij}} e^{-\phi T_{ij}^k}}; \phi > 0$$

  $$\lambda_{ij}^k(m) \left( d_{ij} \frac{e^{-\phi T_{ij}^k}}{\sum_{k \in P_{ij}} e^{-\phi T_{ij}^k}} \right); \phi > 0.$$ 

• Step 3- move:
  - update the route ratios
  
  $$\lambda_{ij}^k(m+1) = \lambda_{ij}^k(m) + \epsilon^m(\lambda_{ij}^{*k}(m) - \lambda_{ij}^k(m)).$$

• Step 4- convergence criterion:
  - if $\max_{ijk} |\frac{\lambda_{ij}^{k(m+1)} - \lambda_{ij}^k(m)}{\lambda_{ij}^k(m)}| \leq \kappa$, convergence is achieved. Otherwise $m = m + 1$ and return to Step 1.

Stochastic network loading procedure is conducted using a simple logit model with $\phi > 0$ being a random term, implying drivers’ level of awareness regarding travel time (higher $\phi$ corresponds to higher level of knowledge).

2.4 Case study and results

In this section, performance of the proposed anticipatory control (AC) is examined using a numerical example. The urban network under study consists of seven regions as shown in Figure 2.3. Region 4 is the central business district (CBD) of the city. The shortest route between any two non-neighbor regions is usually provided through the CBD. Each region has its own specific MFD in the shape of a third-order function skewed to the right, making the critical accumulation less than half the jam accumulation. The MFD function considered for any region in this network is a scaled version of the one observed in part of downtown Yokohama [1], and is defined as $G_i(n_i) = \alpha_i(4.133 \cdot 10^{-11}(n_i/\beta_i)^3 - 8.282 \cdot 10^{-7}(n_i/\beta_i)^2 + 4.2 \cdot 10^{-4}(n_i/\beta_i))$, where $\alpha = \{1.02, 0.99, 1.04, 1, 0.98, 0.97, 0.96\}$ and $\beta = \{0.96, 1.02, 0.98, 1, 0.99, 0.97, 1.03\}$, with jam accumulation $n_{i,jam} = 10^4 \cdot \beta_i$ (veh),
Figure 2.3: Urban network divided into 7 regions

critical accumulation $n_{i,crt} = 3.4 \cdot 10^3 \cdot \beta_i$ (veh) and maximum outflow $G_i(n_{i,crt}) = 6.3 \cdot \alpha_i$ (veh/s). Regions’ receiving capacity is included by parameters $C_{ik(+)} = 3.5$ (veh/sec) and $\chi = 0.64$. Accumulation states are assumed to carry measurement noises as they are obtained from fixed and mobile sensors. The error terms are described by normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 0.4, i.e., $\varepsilon(n) \sim \mathcal{N}(0,0.4)$. Choice of noise and error terms are based on an earlier study [67].

The analysis is conducted for four different demand profiles, considering medium and high demand volume, and uniform and radial demand distribution. In all scenarios, travel demand is distributed uniformly within each region. Compared to the uniform demand scenarios, in the radial demand scenarios, CBD region attracts more trips. Demand uncertainty is described by errors terms with normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 0.4, i.e., $\varepsilon(d) \sim \mathcal{N}(0,0.4)$.

In the analysis, the difference in road users’ route choice decisions under controlled and uncontrolled traffic conditions is highlighted. In addition, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed AC framework in handling congestion and preventing gridlock at network-level compared to the following cases:

1. No control (NC), in which flow is not controlled at regions’ perimeter boundaries, and drivers choose their routes according to the SUE model.

2. Basic control (BC), in which control rates are estimated using MPC controller
without including route choice in control decisions. Routing is only updated after each control time step according to the SUE model.

(3) System optimum (SO), in which similar to NC, flow is not controlled at regions’ perimeter boundaries, and drivers are assumed to choose their routes according to the SSO model.

Note that there is a difference between inclusion of route choice in BC and AC. While in BC, the route choice is exogenously determined and estimated to reflect the evolution of the traffic state once the BC control rates are injected into the network, in AC, the route choice is endogenous and anticipated as an integral part of AC scheme. SO serves as a benchmark of an ideal control strategy that is used as a target performance indicator of the developed AC. SO can be seen as a cooperative game in which travellers choose their routes such that the total travel time of the network is minimized. SO can be achieved through control and management schemes (e.g., route guidance and an advanced traveller information system with a relatively high compliance rate) that influence travellers’ route choice; therefore, maximum performance of the proposed AC is achieved when travellers are distributed in the network in a fashion similar to that of SO.

In controlled scenarios, only the inflow from peripheral regions to CBD is metered. All other transferring flows between peripheral regions and from CBD to peripheral regions are not controlled. All regions are empty at the start of the control period. Regional trip length is assumed to be constant. Lower control bound $u_{\text{min}} = 0.1$, and upper control bound $u_{\text{max}} = 1$ are considered. Path enumeration is avoided by considering the three shortest routes found using Dijkstra’s algorithm between any OD region pair in the network. As shown in Figure 2.2, route and regional split ratios are periodically updated based on the logit route choice model and using the newly obtained perimeter control rates based on the pre-defined routes and the associated route-region incidence matrix from Dijkstra’s algorithm. The network is simulated and controlled for 3 hours. Route split ratios are updated every 60 sec and control sampling time $T_c = 300$
sec is considered. For the MPC model, a prediction horizon $N_p = 7$, and control horizon $N_c = 2$ are considered based on controller tuning and the computational efficiency results of [32] for a similar 7-region urban network. The MPC control problem is a non-convex non-linear programming problem, and its solution is obtained using the interior-point algorithm in MATLAB, fmincon function. All scenarios are simulated using MATLAB R2016a (9.0.0), on a 64-bit Windows PC with 4-GHZ Intel Core-i7 and 24-GB of RAM.

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show regions’ accumulation states under different demand profiles. In the medium uniform demand scenario, all regions are emptied at a same time at $t=130$ min while in the radial demand scenario, with 5% higher demand towards CBD, regions are emptied at $t=155$ min. In the later scenario, maximum accumulation level of CBD reaches 8000 veh (80% of jam accumulation), which is approximately 20% higher compared to the uniform demand scenario. As suggested by accumulation graphs of Figure 2.4 (c-f), BC and AC perfectly handle traffic condition in CBD by metering the inflow to this region. As a result of restraining the inflow to CBD and vehicles’ rerouting to peripheral regions, accumulation level of these regions has slightly increased. Under BC, regions’ accumulation level are close while under AC, higher accumulation level for CBD compared to peripheral regions is obtained. This result might seem counter-intuitive but in fact in order to obtain the lowest total time spent (TTS) for the whole network, it is reasonable for CBD to carry more traffic as it provides the shortest route between any two non-neighbor regions in the network. TTS values of traffic network under different demand and control scenarios during a 3-hour control period is recorded in Table 3.1. These values are average over ten simulation runs. Related to NC, BC and AC improve TTS 3.36% and 8.18% in the medium uniform demand scenario, and 7.09% and 12.56% in the medium radial demand scenario, respectively. Comparing these values with TTS improvement of 9.40% for medium uniform and 17.85% for medium radial scenario under SO, indicates that AC performs well in achieving a near system optimum condition in medium demand scenarios [Figure 2.4 (g,h)].
Figure 2.4: Regional accumulations in medium uniform demand scenario (a) NC, (c) BC, (e) AC, (g) SO; and in medium radial demand scenario (b) NC, (d) BC, (f) AC, (h) SO.
Figure 2.5: Regional accumulations in high uniform demand scenario (a) NC, (c) BC, (e) AC, (g) SO; and in high radial demand scenario (b) NC, (d) BC, (f) AC, (h) SO.
In uncontrolled high demand scenarios, CBD mostly operates at high accumulation levels during the 3-hour simulation period [Figure 2.5 (a, b)], which corresponds to low trip completion rates for this region during the same time. In the high uniform demand scenario, peripheral regions are emptied at t=130 min while CBD region is emptied at t=180 min. In the high radial demand scenario, the 5% higher generated demand for CBD, significantly affects the traffic network; CBD region reaches gridlock at t=100 min, and is not emptied at the end of the 3-hour simulation period while peripheral regions are emptied at t=130 min. This result indicates under-utilization of the available capacity at peripheral regions. Similar to medium demand scenarios, herein, BC and AC reduce CBD accumulation level at the cost of increasing number of vehicles at peripheral regions [Figure 2.5 (c-f)]. While both BC and AC are effective in alleviating congestion in CBD, BC keeps its accumulation level unnecessarily lower than peripheral regions at any time instant. Further, the evolution of traffic state under BC is not smooth, which can be attributed to alternating fluctuation between minimum and maximum control rates, similar to bang-bang controller [4]. Under AC, all regions’ accumulations are maintained at an acceptable level with CBD experiencing higher accumulation as it is the shortest route linking any two non-neighbor regions in the network. TTS values recorded in Table 3.1, indicate that BC and AC respectively improve TTS 14.85% and 22.05% in the high uniform demand scenario, and 19.21% and 25.94% in the high radial demand scenario. Under SO, a TTS improvement of 26.98% for the uniform demand scenario and 30.67% for the radial demand scenario are observed. Comparing these values with those of AC, indicates efficacy of AC in achieving a near system optimum traffic condition in high demand scenarios [Figure 2.5 (g,h)].

The results suggest significant improvement in TTS under AC especially in radial demand scenarios and highlight the importance of metering the inflow at the borders of CBD region. In congested condition, even use of a simple BC strategy can significantly improve the traffic condition and avoid gridlock. These results confirm the findings
Table 2.1: Total time spent (veh.min) of the network (the percentage improvements in TTS compared to NC are shown in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Medium-uniform</th>
<th>Medium-radial</th>
<th>High-uniform</th>
<th>High-radial</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>$1.8023 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.0299 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.4566 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.6712 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>0.0383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>$1.7417 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.8860 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.0918 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.1580 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>6.0148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>$1.6548 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.7749 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.9148 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.9783 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>101.5514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>$1.6328 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.6676 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.7937 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.8519 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>0.0445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from [32] that found perimeter control highly beneficial for networks with high number of destinations in CBD; however, BC tends to implement strict control due to ignoring the fact that part of alleviation process is done by vehicles that reroute to other parts of a network as a result of the perimeter control and the created queue. In fact, perimeter control affects traffic by limiting the inflow to the controlled area and encouraging travellers to reroute by creating queue at the boundaries of the controlled area. Comparison of regional accumulation and TTS value of AC and SO, indicates that the performance of AC is comparable to that of SO, for all demand levels and patterns. The average running time for AC at each time step under different demand profiles as noted in Table 1 is 101.5514 sec, which is less than the assumed control interval (300 sec). This implies that the proposed AC is suitable for real-time applications.

Instances of trip distribution between alternative routes, under different demand profiles, are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. In the uncontrolled medium uniform demand scenario, from t=30 to t=100 min, CBD operates at high accumulation level, which corresponds to high travel time. Travellers, being aware of alternative routes travel time, reroute to less congested routes to reach their destinations (logit parameter $\phi = 0.5$ is considered in all scenarios). $\theta_{145}$ and $\theta_{246}$ gradually reduce, resulting in an increase in $\theta_{1235}$, $\theta_{1765}$, $\theta_{2176}$, and $\theta_{2356}$ values during the same time [Figure 2.6 (a)]. From t=65 to t=85 min, CBD is not available for taking any trip between peripheral regions. Starting
t=85, the decreasing trend of demand and accumulation level of CBD, gradually return the traffic to this region. The similar pattern is observed in medium radial demand scenario; however, due to the higher level of demand for CBD, the region is unavailable for external trips for a longer period, from t=60 to t=115 min [Figure 2.6 (b)]. In uncontrolled high demand scenarios, from t=55 to t=150 min, in the uniform demand scenario, and from t=60 to t=175 min, in the radial demand scenario, routes 1-4-5 and 2-4-6 are not taken for any trip between peripheral regions Figure [2.7 (a,b)]. CBD region operates at extremely high accumulation levels that affects travellers’ routing behaviour. Similar to medium demand scenarios, $\theta_{145}$ and $\theta_{246}$ reduce while $\theta_{1235}$, $\theta_{1765}$, $\theta_{2176}$ and $\theta_{2356}$ increase. This trend continues until t=150 min for uniform demand and t=175 min for radial demand, when traffic finally starts to return to CBD.

In controlled scenarios, when CBD moves towards congested condition, perimeter controllers meter the inflow at CBD perimeter boundaries as reflected in the control ratios shown in Figure 2.8. Metering the inflow at the regional perimeter boundary and the resulting queue, increase travel cost of taking CBD, and thus similar to NC, rerouting to peripheral regions occurs; however, in controlled scenarios, metering the inflow to CBD resolves congestion and facilitates return of traffic to this region earlier than what is observed in uncontrolled scenarios. In the medium uniform demand scenario, when BC is employed, alternating intervals of route change between CBD and peripheral regions are observed [Figure 2.6 (c)]. The rerouting effect is more extreme in the medium radial demand scenario with higher demand for CBD [Figure 2.6 (d)]. Comparing route split ratios under BC in medium and high demand scenarios indicates that the overall increase in demand intensifies the rerouting effect as shown in Figure 2.7 (c,d). On the other hand, routing pattern under AC mostly shows smooth transition of vehicles from CBD to peripheral regions and vice versa, and sudden rerouting between alternative routes as detected in BC scenarios, is less observed [Figures 2.6 and 2.7 (e, f)]. In addition, routing behaviours in uncontrolled and controlled scenarios are notably different. For instance, in the uncontrolled high uniform demand scenario,
Figure 2.6: Route split ratios in a medium uniform demand scenario (a) NC, (c) BC, (e) AC; and medium radial demand scenario (b) NC, (d) BC, (f) AC (logit parameter $\phi = 0.5$).
Figure 2.7: Route split ratios in a high uniform demand scenario (a) NC, (c) BC, (e) AC; and high radial demand scenario (b) NC, (d) BC, (f) AC (logit parameter $\phi = 0.5$).
Figure 2.8: Perimeter control rates in a medium uniform demand scenario (a) BC, (b) AC; medium radial demand scenario (c) BC, (d) AC; high uniform demand scenario (e) BC, (f) AC; and high radial demand scenario (g) BC, (h) AC.
starting $t=60$ min, travellers completely switch from route 1-4-5 to routes 1-2-3-5 and 1-7-6-5 until $t=150$ min, when congestion in the CBD region is alleviated; however, in the AC scenario, during the same time interval, an average of 45% of travel demand between region 1 and 4 is traversed through route 1-4-5. The reason behind the difference in route choice and pattern, under different control scenarios can be explored by analyzing implemented control rates and the way they manipulate network traffic condition.

The perimeter control rates obtained from MPC controller under different demand profiles are shown in Figure 2.8. Under BC, alternating fluctuation in control rates is observed, which increases with increase in demand and congestion level; however, as congestion is mitigated, control rates are maintained around higher values with less variation [Figure 2.8 (a,c,e,g)]. Variation in control rates justifies the fluctuation observed in route split ratios of Figures 2.6 and 2.7 (c,d). BC does not take into consideration the rerouting effect induced from implementation of control; vehicles that reroute to peripheral regions accelerate the congestion alleviation process, and thus, under AC, with consideration of rerouting effect, higher rates for perimeter control as well as a smoother pattern are achieved [Figure 2.8 (b,d,f,h)]. In the high radial demand scenario, AC control rates are between 0.78 and 1 for the first 40 minutes of control period while BC control rates are in the range of 0.17 and 0.9, during the same time period.

In the proposed AC framework, initially control rates are optimized, and based on the estimated control rates, travellers’ routing preferences are predicted. Using the current route split ratios, control rates are re-estimated. The iterative procedure continues until a mutually consistent solution, in which the difference between flow patterns of two successive iterations is less than a pre-defined convergence tolerance, is found. [68] showed that the solution obtained using iterative approaches might not be an optimal solution, and total network cost can increase in iterations. For the seven-region urban network of this study, IOA convergence is achieved within finite number of iterations with final TTS less than the initial values, under all demand profiles. An example of
Figure 2.9: In a high uniform demand scenario at t=8 (a) convergence rate (convergence threshold=0.001), and (b) TTS values.

the evolving congestion pattern and the associated TTS values in high uniform demand scenario at t=8 is given in Figure 2.9, which indicates that convergence is achieved in 22 iterations. On average around 30 iterations are required for AC to converge at different time instants and under different demand profiles.

Consideration of route choice behaviour, while controlling the urban network, is essential. When congestion occurs, vehicles that reroute to the less congested part of the network help to mitigate the congestion. However, as the situation in the controlled region improves, part of the rerouted traffic returns. Consideration of this issue is important in devising effective control schemes. An important issue to study is the sensitivity of the rerouting behaviour to control measures and rerouting effect on the shape and scatter of MFD in large-scale urban networks.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter presents an anticipative control approach for real-time network-wide control of an urban network. The proposed AC incorporates drivers’ route choice behaviour endogenously into the control framework rather than exogenously as an input to the model. Performance of the proposed AC is compared to uncontrolled and basic control
scenarios. Using the numerical results of the 7-region urban network, it is observed that the proposed AC outperforms NC and BC and improves the overall mobility of the network measured in terms of TTS, under different demand profiles. Further, it is demonstrated that integrating route choice into the control framework, moves the network towards system optimum traffic condition, which is used as a benchmark of an ideal control strategy with best optimality.

The perimeter control employed in this study, meters the inflow entering to CBD from its neighboring regions, and thus, enhances traffic condition in the controlled CBD area; however, the resulting queue and waiting time at the regions’ perimeter boundaries, has significant impact on drivers’ tendency to choose CBD for their trips. Increase in queue length encourages rerouting behaviour; therefore, the proposed AC integrates drivers’ routing behavior at the network-wide level using MFD and a point-queue model at regional perimeter boundaries. To reduce the computational burden and make a centralized real-time control possible, both control and traffic assignment are conducted at regional level.

The queue resulting from implementation of perimeter control can adversely affect the existence of a well-defined MFD. The spatio-temporal dynamics of queue and its effect on maximum outflow and heterogeneity of the MFD-based network has to be investigated and included in the control framework. In addition, this chapter assumes that flow propagates instantaneously throughout the network. For future research, the proposed AC framework can be extended to consider regional time-delay [69]. This closer representation of regional delay is expected to improve the estimation of regional travel time and closely describe important phenomenon of traffic networks such as dynamic queuing and congestion; thereby enabling more efficient control schemes.

For field implementation of the developed AC, some limitations exist. Firstly, the concept of perimeter control for urban networks is not properly defined for real traffic systems. While in freeway networks, perimeter control is done using ramp metering, in urban networks many connections between any two regions exist. Therefore, a lower-
level controller should be devised to properly meter the flow at any local controller. Further, it is not clear to what extent controlling the flow between regions is practical since as mentioned hundreds of connecting links can link the two region and control the flow at all the connection points is cumbersome. Lastly, road users’ routing is modeled at the regional level, which for real traffic system needs further treatments prior to the implementation.
Chapter 3

Fairness-aware and efficient large-scale urban network control: A macroscopic fundamental diagram approach

This chapter introduces a proportional fair perimeter control (PFPC) model for a multi-region urban network based on the macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) modeling approach. The proposed control scheme, modeled in a model predictive control framework, optimizes the flow that is allowed to transfer between any two neighbor regions in a network while considering the equitable distribution of shared resources (i.e., available capacity) and the impacts of such decisions (i.e., delays at queues) in the regions. Regional traffic state dynamics are modeled using an MFD approach, and queuing dynamics at a regional perimeter, caused by a control, is modeled using a point queue model. The utility of each region is expressed based on regional average speed, and a novel perimeter control model that identifies the inflows between any two neighbor regions is formulated. The developed perimeter control model considers road users’ trip utility without sacrificing efficiency for fairness. The performance of the proposed model is compared with no control and basic control scenarios. The model enhances both efficiency and fairness goals while degrading queuing dynamics.
3.1 Introduction

Modeling and control of large-scale urban networks based on microscopic traffic models is challenging and impractical due to the high level of detail required and specific features of urban networks, such as short links, traffic signals, and unpredictability of road users’ behavior. Thus, the control schemes developed based on microscopic traffic models are inefficient and suffer from tractability issues. Local controllers fall short in mitigating traffic congestion and coordinating with other controllers in the network, whereas centralized controllers would impose a huge computational burden on a system. Macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) is developed as an aggregated traffic model that depicts traffic states of an urban network based on a single-state variable and, thus, provides an elegant and reliable tool for modeling and control of large-scale urban networks at a network-wide level.

[4] described dynamics of a homogeneous urban network by considering the network as a single reservoir where outflow was a function of the number of vehicles in the network. [6] derived analytical theories for MFD, and [1] verified the existence of MFD in the Yokohamas, Japan traffic network by integrating the highly scattered plots of flow versus density. MFD was adopted as a modeling approach that underlies different control schemes, such as perimeter control, route guidance, and congestion pricing. Perimeter control was adopted in previous MFD studies to enhance efficiency at the controlled areas of a network through metering the transferring flow between adjacent reservoirs. [4] developed a perimeter control model that metered the inflow to a single-region network to maintain maximum outflow conditions using a simple control rule. [15] advanced a perimeter control framework for a two-region urban network that had a freeway as an alternative route using optimization techniques. The objective function was considered to reduce the total network accumulation, a measure that is equal to the total network travel time, as discussed by [29]. [18] advanced a two-level perimeter control model with the goal of reducing total network travel time while simultaneously
minimizing the spatial heterogeneity of congestion within each region. [70] coupled two competing control objectives for a perimeter control problem to optimize network performance at local- and network-wide levels. The objective function was considered in terms of travel time, which minimized the sum of regions’ travel time and intersection delays. [71] developed an anticipatory perimeter control scheme that consisted of an upper-level perimeter control that minimized total travel time and a lower-level user equilibrium that minimized road users’ travel time. The approach found a mutual solution that satisfied both controllers’ and road users’ goals and constraints. Other perimeter control schemes have been discussed in the MFD literature [4, 27, 28, 29, 16, 18].

So far, the majority of MFD-based control models described in the literature have been developed with the main intention of minimizing total network travel time or maximizing outflow or production. None of the published studies, however, accounts for equity and fairness in developing and evaluating control schemes. One leading effort in this direction is a work by [16] who developed a perimeter inflow control approach that considered equity by keeping each region around a desired critical accumulation level while minimizing spatial and temporal heterogeneity of congestion within each region. The homogeneity of each region was maximized by equalizing the distribution of the relative accumulation inside a region in time and space. This study used simple multivariable and integral feedback regulators to control the inflow that transferred between any two regions; however, the impact of these control decisions on equity was not measured. [17] also considered equity by modeling a regional route guidance as a multi-objective optimization problem to minimize total network travel time and regional average speed difference between regions within the network. They discovered that minimizing total network travel time without specific attention to each region yielded high travel time in some regions, resulting in low average regional speed for those regions.

Efficiency, defined in terms of minimizing total time spent of a network, as a con-
trol goal is often achieved at the cost of increased travel time for some travelers. For instance, if a system’s objective is to minimize total travel time, saving 1 minute of travel time for one group could result in a 5 minute increase in travel time for another group. However, depending on the prevailing congestion levels, a fair control scheme can be inefficient and result in low trip completion rates for some regions. In an urban traffic network with multiple MFD-based regions, conventional perimeter control methods maintain accumulation around a critical level without differentiating between transferring and queuing vehicles. The control that is forced on a network may cause long queues at regions’ perimeters. Strict control and the resulting queue formation not only disturb equity but may also lead to deteriorating traffic performance rather than the intended amelioration. Queueing might block traffic traveling to other regions, causing heterogeneity in the MFD and reduction in regional travel production. While only a few published studies account for the effect of queue at perimeters, it is vital to consider queues when optimizing for either efficiency or fairness.

Perimeter control is similar to the well-known ramp metering (RM) control for freeway traffic networks; both problems operate based on restricting inflow to the protected area of a network. Since equity and fairness measures have been previously investigated in the freeway RM literature, it is beneficial to review a few RM models that have considered these measures. A basic RM reduces congestion and improves efficiency in mainline freeways, while an equitable RM fairly distributes travel time reduction benefits among mainline freeways and on-ramps. The equity and fairness measures considered in the literature are the equal distribution of a weighted sum of delay among on-ramps [72, 73, 74], equal maximum queue length threshold [75, 76], and RMs that are developed based on the Gini coefficient [77, 78, 79]. In these studies, equity is not the only control goal; rather, it is considered along with efficiency measures, such as total travel time or total system delay, and is prioritized using a hierarchical control scheme [74] or a weighted multi-objective optimization problem [72].

These studies emphasize the importance of a trade-off between equity and efficiency.
Introducing fairness and equity measures, such as maximum on-ramp queue threshold, leads to a more equitable but less efficient control [75]. [73], however, proposed an equitable RM and discussed that fairness and efficiency are not necessarily contrasting objectives. Proportional fairness, first introduced in wireless networks [80] and recently in transportation [81, 82], can be adopted to find a trade-off between efficiency and fairness. In fact, proportional fairness is rooted in economics and is a generalization of the Nash bargaining game [83] in which the underlying concept is improvement of the proportion of users’ utilities. The underlying concept of proportional fairness is that without sacrificing efficiency, an equitable allocation of shared resources can be achieved by improving the proportion of users’ utilities. A proportionally fair allocation is equivalent to maximizing the summation of the proportions of the users’ utilities [80, 81, 82]. In other words, if we remove some resources from one user and allocate them to another user, and this move reduces the utility of the first user by 10% but adds to the utility of the other user by 12%, this move is beneficial overall because it increases the total proportion of users’ utilities.

In this chapter, a proportionally fair perimeter control (PFPC) model for a multi-region urban network is introduced in a model predictive control (MPC) framework. Regional traffic states are modeled using the MFD approach, and queuing at the perimeters, caused by a control or capacity constraint, is modeled using a point queue (PQ) model (i.e., vertical queue that do not occupy any physical space) and based on the disaggregation method of [28]. The objective function maximizes the weighted utility of road users in terms of regional speed while considering the degrading effect of queuing dynamics on network homogeneity and trip production. Fairness is also considered using maximum queue threshold constraints in the optimization model. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to introduce the concept of proportional fairness in traffic control research, especially for large-scale urban networks. The proposed model can appropriately respond to the varying nature of urban traffic states and can be adopted for real-time control applications. This model lies under responsive
rather than pre-timed control models and is capable of dealing with both recurrent and non-recurrent congestion.

With respect to theoretical contributions, this thesis incorporates queuing dynamics into the MFD model. Incorporation of queuing dynamics into MFD is tackled in an earlier research [28] for two region urban networks and herein is extended to the multi-region urban network. In addition, the concept of regional utility is introduced and expressed as a function of regional speeds that can be continuously monitored. Fairness is also incorporated into the distribution of the impacts of perimeter control and, thus, is considered as part of the evolution of queue dynamics. From a methodological standpoint, a fair perimeter control problem in an MPC framework that can proactively deal with traffic conditions is developed. As opposed to traditional perimeter control approaches that solely focus on efficiency, a precise mathematical approach that considers fairness as an integral part of the perimeter control problem for large-scale networks partitioned into MFD-based subregions is proposed. A new objective function that introduces the novel concept of proportional fairness is developed for the first time in the traffic flow control and MFD literature. The objective function incorporates fairness as a precise mathematical formulation as maximizing the weighted sum of the logarithms of a region’s utility. Introducing weights is crucial to make the approach responsive to both recurrent and non-recurrent congestion. For instance, in the case of a major incident occurring in a given region, the weights for this zone can be increased to draw attention of the perimeter control to prioritize the utility of this region. Also, equity is considered in the queue constraints. This novel PFPC approach is effective in meeting the fairness objectives without sacrificing efficiency.

3.2 Fair perimeter control approach

The proposed fair perimeter control scheme is modeled in a model predictive control (MPC) [59, 60] framework, as shown in Figure 3.1. At each simulation time step,
MPC proactively optimizes a pre-defined cost function over a prediction horizon while satisfying the existing constraints. The first sample of the control is applied, the horizon is shifted forward, and control rates are optimized using updated traffic states. The cost function is considered as a weighted sum of the utility functions. Traffic state constraints are constructed based on accumulation-based MFD and consider queues. The maximum queue length is constrained to keep the MFD well-defined.

The plant is modeled at the same abstract level as the prediction model and has access to uncertain demand and noisy accumulation values. MPC can handle uncertainty, disturbances, and mismatch errors that exist in the model as a result of data collection noises and demand prediction errors. Further, it can easily handle constraints and the nonlinear dynamics of a control problem. MPC for the MFD-based perimeter control problem was first proposed by [30] for a simple two-region urban network and was later used for more complicated perimeter control problems [15, 17, 18, 67]. This approach effectively handles traffic conditions in a congested network compared to simple control approaches, such as bang-bang controllers [4] that cause uneven distribution of vehicles.
increase heterogeneity, and reduce total network outflow when used in a multi-region urban network, and PI-type controllers [29, 16] that perform unsatisfactorily in high demand and saturated traffic conditions.

3.3 MFD-based modelling

3.3.1 Dynamics of a single reservoir

Consider a heterogeneous urban network separated into $m$ connected homogeneous regions that have well-defined MFDs. Denote $R$ as a set of regions, $W$ as a set of OD region pairs, and $P_w$ as a set of routes between any OD pair $w \in W$. Dynamics of any region $r \in R$ is described using a well-defined low scatter relationship between accumulation (number of circulating vehicles within a region) $n_r$ (veh) and travel production $P_r(n_r)$ (veh.m/sec) or outflow $G_r(n_r)$ (veh/s), referred to as production-MFD or accumulation-based MFD.

A continuous mathematical form of a single region’s traffic state as described by a mass conservation equation is as follows [4]:

$$\dot{n}_r = f_{r,in} - f_{r,out} \quad \forall r \in R$$ (3.1)

In the above equation, each region in an MFD-based traffic network is described as a reservoir, where the dynamics of the reservoir evolve due to the difference between its inflow $f_{r,in}$ (both initiated and transferred trips) (veh/sec), and outflow $f_{r,out}$ (veh/s) (both terminated and transferred trips). Outflow of any region $r$ is approximated using the MFD function $G_r(n_r)$, which indicates the number of trips terminated within a region or transferred to another region as a function of regional accumulation $n_r$.

The ratio of travelling production to outflow yields average regional trip length $\bar{L} = \frac{P_r(n_r)}{G_r(n_r)}$ (m). As demonstrated by [1], this ratio indicates a relatively constant value throughout a day and, thus, for the sake of simplicity, regional trip length is
usually considered constant in accumulation-based models. The average regional speed is obtained as the ratio of traveling production to accumulation (i.e., $\bar{V}_r(n_r) = \frac{Pr(n_r)}{n_r}$). The average regional travelling time $\tau_r(n_r)$ can be estimated as the ratio of average trip length inside a region (assuming internal and external trips are equal and independent of trip origin, destination, and route choice) to the average regional speed; therefore, the regional travel time is derived as follows [15]:

$$\tau_r(n_r) = \frac{n_r}{G_r(n_r)} \quad \forall r \in R \quad (3.2)$$

### 3.3.2 Accumulation-based MFD considering boundary queues

To model the dynamics of boundary queues, created as a result of capacity constraints or control, we use a simple input-output balance differential equation following [28]. Thus, vehicles that reach the borders of two regions are excluded from MFD dynamics and belong to queuing dynamics. Hence, accumulation state $n_r$ can be divided into three dynamical modes: (i) travelling accumulation $n_{r,T}$: vehicles that travel in a region towards a boundary queue with a neighbor region (ii) queuing accumulation $n_{r,Q}$: vehicles that wait in a boundary of a region to enter a neighbor region, and (iii) internal accumulation $n_{r,I}$: vehicles that initialize and terminate their trips within the same region. Therefore, the total accumulation of any region $r$ at any time $t$ can be estimated as the sum of the three above-mentioned accumulations inside a region [28]:

$$n_r(t) = n_{r,T}(t) + n_{r,Q}(t) + n_{r,I}(t) \quad \forall r \in R \quad (3.3)$$

To estimate the dynamics of queues between any two adjacent regions in a multi-region urban network that has multiple routes, accumulation values have to be further disaggregated based on paths. Extending the two-region MFD dynamics developed by [28] to a general multi-region MFD, and disaggregating based on paths, dynamic state
equations for traveling and queuing vehicles are derived as follows:

\[
\dot{n}_{r,T}^p(t) = \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) \quad \forall r \in R, p \in P 
\] (3.4)

\[
\dot{n}_{r,Q}^p(t) = \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) - f_{r,out}^p(t) \quad \forall r \in R, p \in P 
\] (3.5)

Each path \( p \) in an MFD network is defined as a sequence of regions from an origin to a destination in the form \( p = \{p_{r_1}, p_{r_2}, \ldots, p_{r_{m_p}}\} \) where \( m_p \) is the number of regions on a given path \( p \). The path-disaggregated values of inflow \( f_{r,in}^p \) and outflow \( f_{r,out}^p \) of region \( r \), depending on their placement along path \( p \), are calculated as follows:

\[
f_{r,in}^p(t) = \begin{cases} 
    d_r^p(t) & \text{if } r = p_{r_1} \\
    \hat{f}_{p(-r),r}^p(t) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
\quad \forall r \in R, p \in P 
\] (3.6)

\[
f_{r,out}^p(t) = \begin{cases} 
    \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) & \text{if } r = p_{r_{m_p}} \\
    \hat{f}_{r,p(+r)}^p(t) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
\quad \forall r \in R, p \in P 
\] (3.7)

Where \( d_r^p \) denotes the newly generated demand in region \( r \) carrying via path \( p \). \( p(-r) \) and \( p(+r) \) respectively denote the regions that precede and succeed region \( r \) on path \( p \). \( \hat{f}_{r,p(-r)}^p \) denotes the restricted transferring flow from region \( r \) to the next region \( p(+r) \) on path \( p \), estimated as a minimum of two terms: (i) total transferring demand (summation of queuing accumulation at the border of two regions and transferring vehicles joining the boundary queue during simulation time step intervals) and (ii) a fraction of the remaining receiving capacity of the succeeding neighboring region assigned to the demand from region \( r \). The equation is solved as follows during simulation time interval \( T \):

\[
\hat{f}_{r,p(+r)}^p(t) = \frac{1}{T} \min \{ n_{r,Q}^p(t) + T \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)), \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) \sum_{p \in P} \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) \} C_{rp(+r)} \quad \forall r \in R, p \in P 
\] (3.8)
Where $C_{rp^{(+r)}}$ denotes the receiving capacity of region $p^{(+r)}$ from region $r$, estimated as follows [18]:

$$C_{rp^{(+r)}} = \begin{cases} 
C_{\text{max}}^{r p^{(+r)}} & \text{if } 0 \leq n_{p^{+(r)}} \leq \chi \cdot n_{p^{+(r)}, \text{jam}} \\
C_{\text{max}}^{r p^{(+r)}} \left( \frac{n_{p^{+(r)}, \text{jam}} - n_{p^{+(r)}}}{(1-\chi)n_{p^{+(r)}, \text{jam}}} \right) & \text{if } \chi \cdot n_{p^{+(r)}, \text{jam}} \leq n_{p^{+(r)}} \leq n_{p^{+(r)}, \text{jam}} 
\end{cases} \tag{3.9}$$

$C_{\text{max}}^{r p^{(+r)}}$ denotes the maximum value of the receiving capacity of region $p^{(+r)}$, which is the minimum boundary capacity and a region’s supplying capacity. $\chi$ is the parameter that defines the critical accumulation of the receiving capacity function, associated with the point at which capacity starts to decrease from the constant value. While [62] and [17] considered this point equivalent to the MFD critical accumulation, [84] considered this assumption to be restrictive and claimed that the turning point of the receiving capacity was higher than the critical accumulation value. The capacity that is assigned to any trip on path $p$ is proportional to the ratio of partial accumulation to total accumulation. In the presence of a perimeter control at the boundary of the two neighboring regions, the actual flow that transfers from region $r$ to the next region $p^{+(r)}$ is also constrained by the perimeter control rates $\alpha_{p^{+(r)}}$. In this situation, Eq (3.5) transforms into the following equation:

$$\dot{n}_{p,r,Q}^r(t) = \frac{n_{r,T}^p(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) - \alpha_{r,p^{+(r)}} f_{r,\text{out}}^p(t) \quad \forall r \in R, p \in P \tag{3.10}$$

Total accumulation of any region reads as follows:

$$n_r(t) = \sum_{p \in P} (n_{r,T}^p(t) + n_{r,Q}^p(t)) \gamma_r^p + n_{r,I}^r(t) \quad \forall r \in R \tag{3.11}$$

Where the pre-identified region-route incidence matrix $\gamma_r^p = 1$, if region $r$ exists on $p$, and $\gamma_r^p = 0$, otherwise; thereafter, the total queuing accumulation at the border of any region $r$ with its succeeding neighboring regions is estimated by summing all path-aggregated queuing dynamics in region $r$ that proceeds to region $p^{(r')} = r' \in H_r$.
as a part of the trip on path $p \in P$.

$$
\hat{n}_{r'rr',Q}(t) = \sum_{p \in P} \left( \frac{n_{rp}(t)}{n_r(t)} G_r(n_r(t)) - f_{r',out}(t) \right) \gamma_{r'rr'}^p, \quad \forall r \in R \quad (3.12)
$$

The pre-known parameter $\gamma_{r'rr'}^p = 1$, if region $r'$ is the region following region $r$ on path $p$ (i.e. $p^{(+r)} = r'$), and $\gamma_{r'rr'}^p = 0$, otherwise.

### 3.3.3 Travel time estimation

In a general multi-region urban network, where each region might have common borders with multiple regions, travel times on different paths passing through a same region is dissimilar due to the difference in queuing delay that occurs at the region’s boundary with each of its multiple neighboring regions. In such a network, the traveling time of vehicles in region $r$ passing through path $p$, $\tau_r^p$ constitutes two terms: (i) $\tau_r$, inherent regional travel time as a function of average regional accumulation and (ii) $\tau_{r,Q}^p$, total queuing delay at the border of region $r$ with its succeeding region $p^{(+r)}$. The type of queue considered here is a point queue (PQ) rather than a physical queue. PQ models do not occupy any physical space. Relying on this assumption, the total traveling time of vehicles in region $r$ moving to region $p^{(+r)}$ via path $p$ at time $t$ is outlined as follows:

$$
\tau_r^p(n_r(t)) = \tau_r(n_r(t)) + \tau_{r,Q}^p(t) = \frac{n_r(t)}{G_r(n_r(t))} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{p \in P} \frac{n_{rp}(t) \gamma_{r'rr'}^p}{T f_{r',out}(t)}, \quad \forall r, r' \in R \quad (3.13)
$$

The first term in Eq. (3.13) denotes the mean regional travel time estimated earlier using Eq. (3.2) and the second term denotes total queuing delay at the border of two neighboring regions $r$ and $p^{(+r)}$ for all paths crossing these two regions in a sequence of regions from an origin region to a destination region. The second term is estimated by dividing total queuing accumulation by outflow during any simulation step time interval $T$. 
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3.4 Fair perimeter control

3.4.1 Utility function

To model the fair perimeter control problem, first I developed a utility function for each region in the network. An objective function was then constructed based on the proposed utility functions. The concept of proportional fairness was initially proposed by [80]. [81, 82] developed a proportionally fair model for the emergency evacuation problem that could address two competing objective functions simultaneously without sacrificing one for the another.

The utility function $U_i(x_i)$ expresses the benefit that user $i$ gains as a result of achieving resource $x_i$. Provided that $U_i(x_i)$ is a positive, non-decreasing function of $x_i$, a set of solutions $A^* = \{x_1^*, \ldots, x_i^*\}$ is feasible if it does not violate the capacity constraints.

**Lemma 3.1.** Given a set of utility functions $\{U_1(x_1), U_2(x_2), \ldots, U_n(x_n)\}$ and a set of weights $\{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\}$, a set of feasible solutions $\{x_1^*, \ldots, x_i^*\}$ is a weighted proportional fair allocation of resources if it satisfies the following condition:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \frac{u_i(x_i) - u_i(x_i^*)}{u_i(x_i^*)} \leq 0 \quad \forall \ A^* = \{x_1^*, \ldots, x_i^*\} \quad (3.14)$$

Where $w_i$ denotes the weight of utility function $U_i(x_i)$.

**Proof.** Please refer to [80, 81] for proof of Lemma 3.1. \qed

**Lemma 3.2.** Eq. (3.14) can be achieved by maximizing the weighted sum of the logarithms of the utility functions, i.e., $\sum_i w_i \ln U_i(x_i)$.

**Proof.** Please refer to [81] for proof of Lemma 3.2. \qed

**Lemma 3.3.** For a utility function to satisfy Eq. (3.14), $\sum_r w_r \ln U_r(x_r)$ must be a non-negative strictly concave function.
Figure 3.2: (a) speed-density plot, (b) speed-remaining density plot

For the purpose of our problem, the utility function $U_r(n_r)$ can be defined as a function of regional accumulation $n_r$, for any region $r \in R$. Perimeter control rates determine allocation of resources (i.e., available accumulation) by either permitting or preventing vehicles to proceed to another region.

Because of the properties required for the utility function and based on the nature of the problem, we consider regional speed as an appropriate indicator of a region’s utility level. [17] proposed a speed-accumulation relationship for MFD as an exponential function as follows:

$$\bar{V}_r = v_{r,free} \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{n_r}{n_{r,crt}}\right)^2\right) \quad \forall r \in R$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

Where $v_{r,free}$ (m/sec) denotes free-flow speed, and $n_{r,crt}$ (veh) denotes critical accumulation in region $r$.

In Eq. (3.15), speed is not a non-decreasing function of accumulation (see Fig. 3.2a), which violates one of the conditions for the utility function illustrated earlier in this section. However, speed can be written as a function of the available (remaining) accumulation $n_{r,a} = n_{r,jam} - n_r$ (veh) of any region by substituting $n_r$ with $n_{r,jam} - n_{r,a}$; this substitution results in the following utility function, which is a non-decreasing function of available accumulation $n_{r,a}$ (see Fig. 3.2b) as follows:
\[ U_r(n_{r,a}) = v_{r,free} \cdot \exp\left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{n_{r,jam} - n_{r,a}}{n_{r,crt}} \right)^2 \right) \quad \forall r \in R \tag{3.16} \]

Another issue to consider is the degrading effect of queues on regional production and traveling time and road users’ utility levels as a result. Eq. (3.16) does not distinguish transferring vehicles from queuing vehicles; therefore, I introduce the parameter \( \xi \) that has values between zero and one as a coefficient for the utility function to capture the effect of queuing vehicles.

\[ U_r(n_{r,a}) = \xi \cdot v_{r,free} \cdot \exp\left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{n_{r,jam} - n_{r,a}}{n_{r,crt}} \right)^2 \right) \quad \forall r \in R \tag{3.17} \]

Where \( \xi \) is a linearly decreasing function of the number of queuing vehicles within interval \( \beta \) and 1.

\[ \xi = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{ if } n_{r,Q} = 0 \\
\eta & \text{ if } n_{r,Q} = n_{r,Q}^{max} 
\end{cases} \tag{3.18} \]

Parameter \( \xi \) has an effect similar to the heterogeneity coefficient introduced in [18] and captures the effect of queuing vehicles by depicting the degrading effect of queues on road users’ utility functions. Based on the value of parameter \( \eta \), the utility function can have a variant shape.

**Proof.** To prove Lemma 3.3 is satisfied for our proposed function, the second derivation of \( \sum_{r \in R} \ln U_r(n_r) \) should always be a negative number.

\[ \frac{\partial^2 \ln(U_i(x_i))}{\partial x_i^2} = \frac{\partial^2 \ln(\xi \cdot v_{r,free} \cdot \exp\left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{n_{r,jam} - n_{r,a}}{n_{r,crt}} \right)^2 \right))}{\partial n_{r,a}^2} = -1 < 0 \tag{3.19} \]

The above Equation is always satisfied; therefore, \( \ln(U_r(n_r)) \) is a strictly concave function. Given a set of positive weight parameters \( \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\} \) and concave function \( \ln(U_r(n_r)) \), the weighted summation of concave functions is concave as well. \( \square \)
3.4.2 The proportionally fair perimeter control problem

Using the utility function developed in the previous section and based on the MFD dynamic traffic states, a fair control model is proposed in the form of the following optimization problem. The control model is developed in an MPC framework and is optimized over the prediction horizon $N_p$ with control sampling time $T_c$.

$$\max_{\alpha} \quad T \sum_{t=1}^{N_p} \sum_{r \in R} w_r \ln U_r(n_r(t))$$

(3.20)

(3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11)

$$0 \leq n_r(t) \leq n_{r,jam} \quad \forall r \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p$$

(3.21)

$$n_{r,Q} \leq n_{r,Q}^{\max} \quad \forall r \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p$$

(3.22)

$$\alpha_{\min} \leq \alpha_{rp(+r)}(t) \leq \alpha_{\max} \quad \forall r \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p$$

(3.23)

$$q^p_r(t) = q^p_{r,t} \quad \forall r \in R, t = 1, ..., N_p$$

(3.24)

$$n_r(0) = n_{r,0} \quad \forall r \in R$$

(3.25)

Eq. (3.20) is the objective function defined in terms of the weighted sum of the logarithm of a region’s utility, which maximizes the total normalized utility of a network with respect to perimeter control values $\alpha_{ij}$. Weight parameters $w_r$ are included to prioritize important regions of a network by assigning higher weights. For instance, a higher weight can be assigned to downtown areas to reduce traffic and encourage more active modes. Mass conservation equations are added to estimate a network’s traffic state in terms of total traveling vehicles, total queuing vehicles and total accumulation in the network at any time instant $t$. Eq. (3.21) ensures that a region’s accumulations do not exceed the jam accumulation level and, thus, prohibits the network from gridlock condition. Eq. (3.22) constrains the number of queuing vehicles to a maximum of $n_{r,Q}^{\max}$. 
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This constraint is important because it ensures that MFD remains well-defined and it contributes to a more equitable solution. If parameter $\eta$ in Eq. (3.18) is equal to zero, this constraint can be eliminated. Eq. (3.23) constrains the perimeter control values between a lower limit $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ and an upper limit $\alpha_{\text{max}}$. Eqs (3.24) and (3.25) initialize demand and accumulation, respectively.

### 3.5 Numerical results and discussion

In this section, the performance of the proposed PFPC model is examined using a numerical example for a hypothetical urban network that consists of seven regions as shown in Figure 3.3. Region 4 is the central business district (CBD) of the city. The shortest route between any two non-neighbor regions is usually through the CBD, and thus, usually more vehicles travel in this region compared to other regions in a network. Each region in this network has a specific MFD in the form of an exponential function that relates accumulation to travel production. The MFD function for any region in this network is defined, similar to that of [17] as $P_r = n_r v_{r,\text{free}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\left(\frac{n_r}{n_{r,\text{crt}}}\right)^2\right)$ with critical accumulation $n_{r,\text{crt}} = 3.4 \cdot 10^3$ (veh), jam accumulation $n_{r,\text{jam}} = 10^4$ (veh), and free flow speed $v_{r,\text{free}} = 20$ (m/sec). Regions’ receiving capacity is included by parameters $C_{ik(+)} = 3.5$ (veh/sec) and $\chi = 0.64$. For MFDs to be well-defined, a maximum queue length $n_{q_{\text{max}}} = 600$ (veh) is considered for any region in the network. Weight parameters $w = 1$ are considered for all regions, and parameter $\beta = 0.5$ is assumed. Accumulation states are assumed to have measurement noises as they are obtained from fixed and mobile sensors. The error terms are described by normal distributions that have a zero mean and a standard deviation equal to 0.4, i.e., $\varepsilon(n) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0.4)$. Errors terms also describe demand uncertainty, which has a normal distribution that has a zero mean and a standard deviation equal to 0.4, i.e., $\varepsilon(d) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0.4)$.

All regions are empty at the start of the simulation. Regional trip length is assumed to be constant. The lower control bound is $u_{\text{min}} = 0.1$, and upper control bound is
Figure 3.3: Urban network divided into 7 regions

\( u_{\text{max}} = 1 \). Path enumeration is avoided by considering the 3 shortest routes, found using Dijkstra’s algorithm, between any OD region pair in the network at the start of the simulation (i.e., we assume a maximum of 3 paths between any OD pair). The network is simulated and controlled for 3 hours using a control sampling time of \( T_c = 300 \) sec. For the MPC model, a prediction horizon \( N_p = 7 \), and a control horizon \( N_c = 2 \) are considered based on controller tuning and the computational efficiency results of [67] for a similar 7-region urban network. The plant model for the MPC model has access to the real values of demand and accumulation, while the control model has only access to the average values. The MPC control problem is a non-convex, non-linear programming problem, and its solution is obtained using the interior-point algorithm in MATLAB (fmincon function). All scenarios are simulated using MATLAB R2016a (9.0.0), on a 64-bit Windows PC with 4-GHZ Intel Core-i7 and 24-GB of RAM.

In the analysis, I investigate the effectiveness of the proposed fair control (FC) scheme in improving fairness measures while maintaining an acceptable level of efficiency. The performance of the model is compared with that of no control (NC) and basic control (BC) scenarios. In the NC scenario, the flow that transfers between neighbor regions is not controlled. Similar to FC, BC is developed in an MPC framework and proactively optimizes the flow that is allowed to transfer between neighboring regions (i.e., CBD and peripheral regions and peripheral regions with each other) over the
prediction horizon. The objective function is to minimize the total time spent (TTS) of the network, which constitutes traveling time and waiting time in queues. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively evaluate efficiency and fairness for different control scenarios.

3.5.1 Evaluation of efficiency

In the context of MFD-based control, efficiency is measured in terms of TTS of a network. Efficient control strategies manipulate regional accumulation in an attempt to maintain accumulation around a desired level [15, 17, 18, 16, 30]. Efficiency is achieved by minimizing TTS, which, according to [29], is equivalent to the total accumulation of a network.

Figure 3.4 shows regional accumulations under the above-mentioned control scenarios. In NC, CBD operates at high accumulation levels from \( t = 50 \) min to \( t = 140 \) min and has a maximum accumulation that reaches 9200 veh (i.e., 92% of a region’s jam accumulation value). Further, regions 4 and 7 operate under congested conditions; however, the remaining regions experience low accumulation during the simulation period. In BC, CBD experiences lower accumulation at any time instant during the control period, while maximum accumulation reaches 7000 veh (70% of the jam accumulation value). Regions 4, 5, and 7 experience lower accumulation, but regions 1, 2, and 6 experience higher accumulation compared to NC. In FC, accumulation in regions 3 and 4 is reduced, but accumulation in the other regions increases. Accumulation of regions in FC are maintained fairly close to each other during the entire simulation period; CBD’s maximum accumulation never exceeds 4800 veh. In NC, regions are discharged at \( t = 160 \) min, while in BC and FC, regions are discharged at \( t = 120 \) min and \( t = 130 \) min, respectively. Both BC and FC are similarly efficient in improving traffic conditions compared to NC.

The hypothetical network’s simulation results under different control scenarios during a 3-hour control period are summarized in 3.1. These values are averages over 10 simulation runs. Compared to NC, BC improves the efficiency measure (i.e., TTS) by
Figure 3.4: Regional accumulations in (a) no control (NC), (b) basic control (BC), and (c) fair control (FC)

21.11% and FC by 19.12%. According to these results, the efficiency of BC and FC are not very different, and therefore, both BC and FC are successful in improving efficiency. In addition, BC and FC cause the multi-region urban network to have more homogeneous traffic conditions by producing closer values for a region’s accumulation. This is best represented by summing the varying accumulation values in Table 3.1, which indicates a 56.49% reduction using BC compared to 78.94% reduction using FC. Consequently, FC is more successful, and this result can be interpreted as an enhancement in fairness.
Table 3.1: Simulation results under three control scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic measures</th>
<th>No control (NC)</th>
<th>Basic control (BC)</th>
<th>Fair control (FC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total travel time</td>
<td>$2.1348 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.6842 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.7266 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-21.11%)$</td>
<td>$(-19.12%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>Avg. $1.3366 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.3703 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.6943 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-21.11%)$</td>
<td>$(-19.12%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sum$ std. $9.9750 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$4.3400 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.1006 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-56.49%)$</td>
<td>$(-78.94%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Avg. 16.6298</td>
<td>17.1847</td>
<td>17.2305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(3.34%)$</td>
<td>$(3.61%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sum$ std. 25.3487</td>
<td>13.0408</td>
<td>6.6566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-48.55%)$</td>
<td>$(-73.73%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>Avg. 0</td>
<td>68.3583</td>
<td>39.7088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-41.91%)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sum$ std. 0</td>
<td>669.8584</td>
<td>470.4276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-)$</td>
<td>$(-29.77%)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Evaluation of fairness

Fairness is measured in terms of regional speed and queues. Based on speed, some level of efficiency in all regions within a network is ensured. Also, waiting in a queue is an unpleasant experience for travelers; therefore, a fair control strategy should properly distribute queues among regions while ensuring a minimum average speed in all regions.

The evolution of average speed and queue is depicted in Figure 3.5. Under NC, the average speed in CBD decreases to less than 5 m/sec for 60 minutes from t=60 min to t=120 min and the speed is almost zero from t=80 min to t=100 min, which means that CBD is gridlocked for 10 minutes. However, in NC, regions 1, 2, 3 and 6 experience high speeds and have an average speed that does not drop below 13 m/sec. Therefore, the average speed in different regions is dramatically different in NC. In BC, variations in speed decrease, and gridlock does not occur. The average regional speed drops to less than 5 m/sec for 25 minutes from t=70 min to t=95 min. In contrast, in FC, the minimum speed in CBD does not fall below 8 m/sec, and the average speed drops to less than 10 m/sec for 25 minutes from t=60 min to t=85 min. In addition, the average
speed of each region is fairly close during the simulation period.

Table 3.1 shows the average and sum of the standard deviations of queues and speed in the multi-region urban network. Compared to NC, the average regional speed increases 3.34% under BC and 3.61% under FC. Further, compared to NC, the sum of the standard deviations of speeds decreases 48.55% under BC and 73.74% under FC.

Figure 3.5 (d, e) shows queuing dynamics in the control scenarios. In NC, queues do not exist in any region, but in BC, an average of 68.3583 vehicles are in queues at any time instant. In contrast, in FC, the average queue decreases by 41.91%, and the sum of the standard deviations decreases by 29.77%. Compared to BC, FC suppresses the number and variations of queuing vehicles.

The average and standard deviation values of accumulation, speed, and queues recorded in Table 3.1 confirm the accumulation plots in Figure 3.4. The results indicate that FC improves fairness in an urban network by increasing homogeneity while maintaining an acceptable level of efficiency. The results suggest significant improvement in fairness measures in FC, while efficiency is not significantly affected. BC is also an improvement over NC; however, this control strategy creates long queues near the perimeters of regions by implementing strict control. Heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of vehicle density resulting from queues degrades trip production in a traffic network. In the model, this issue is resolved by introducing parameter $\xi$ as a heterogeneity coefficient; therefore, homogeneity increases in our developed scheme rather than the conventional BC.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a proportionally fair perimeter control scheme based on a balanced distribution of regional average speed for a network-wide control of an urban network is developed. For state prediction, MFD dynamic state equations are extended to include queuing dynamics using a PQ model. A heterogeneity coefficient based on
Figure 3.5: Regional average speed in (a) no control (NC), (b) basic control (BC), (c) fair control (FC); regional queues in (d) basic control (BC) and (e) Fair control (FC)
queues is introduced to the utility function to integrate the degrading effect of queues on road users’ utility. Consideration of queues in dynamic state equations is vital when optimizing using perimeter control; otherwise, the results can be misleading. Perimeter control, if not implemented properly, creates long queues at regional perimeters that can lead to deteriorating traffic conditions rather than the intended amelioration.

The advantage of the developed scheme is that it improves fairness without sacrificing efficiency. Performance, in terms of efficiency and fairness, of the developed model is compared with no control and basic control scenarios. Efficiency is defined in terms of total time spent of a network, and fairness is defined based on a balanced distribution of speed. BC slightly outperforms FC in terms of efficiency, but in terms of fairness, FC consistently outperforms BC. In addition, the fair perimeter control approach creates homogeneous traffic conditions in a network.

The type of queue considered here is a point queue (PQ) rather than a physical queue. Congestion propagation and shockwave phenomena cannot be described using a PQ model. The kinematic wave theory and its discretized counterpart, the cell transmission model (CTM), can be integrated into an MFD framework to estimate more precisely travel time and track congestion propagation within a region; thereafter, fair perimeter control schemes can be developed. For future research, the concept of fairness can be adopted in developing other control schemes, such as route guidance. This advisory control scheme heavily relies on road users’ compliance to the routing instructions; a fair perimeter control strategy that considers road users’ utility is expected to increase compliance to the routing instructions and improve a network’s traffic conditions.
Chapter 4

A macroscopic dynamic network loading model using variational theory in a connected and autonomous vehicle environment

In this chapter, a multi-reservoir dynamic network loading (MRDNL) model for a large-scale urban road network is developed. The proposed framework consists of a hyper-link and a hyper-node model. The hyper-link model is constructed using variational theory (VT) by introducing a set of constraints that construct an upper bound for upstream and downstream cumulative accumulations. Using VT, LWR model is incorporated into MFD dynamics to enhance traffic propagation at reservoirs. The hyper-link model captures important traffic phenomena, such as kinematic waves, queueing, and congestion, while the hyper-node model functions as a medium for transferring flow to other parts of the multi-reservoir urban network. A numerical scheme is advanced for solving the proposed MRDNL model and its performance is evaluated using a hypothetical traffic network. Compared to previous MFD-based DNL models, our approach is more computationally efficient since it does not require discretization and offers more realistic solutions by considering multiple kinematic waves and including the dynamics of urban traffic signals. This study, further, incorporated connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) into MFD dynamics and evaluated the network-wide effect of introduction of CAVs in urban traffic networks. For a network with 100% CAV market penetration rate, an enhancement of 33% in network outflow is found.
4.1 Introduction

The dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) and dynamic network loading (DNL) problems are the main basis of fundamental problems in the traffic research field and have major applications in network modelling, policy evaluation, and traffic operation and management. Rigorous modelling of DNL models has major implication on the functionality of traffic strategies constructed using microscopic, mesoscopic, or macroscopic traffic models. Microscopic representations of DNL models for large-scale networks are scarce in the literature due to the computational burden and tractability issues. These models also require a significant amount of data, which is another reason for their limited application in realistic traffic networks, where the main sources of information are Eulerian (e.g., fixed traffic sensor) and/or Lagrangian (e.g., mobile sensors such as GPS-equipped taxis) data such as mean flow, occupancy, travel data, space mean speed, density, and trajectory. Conversely, macroscopic models use aggregated traffic data, which makes them efficient tools for real-time modelling and controlling traffic networks, especially for urban networks that have specific structures, a high level of detail and complexity, road users displaying stochastic behaviour, and traffic signals. Aggregated traffic models can be used to their fullest if important traffic phenomena, such as traffic shockwave, queue buildup, dispersion, and spillback can be appropriately modelled.

[4] introduced macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) as a tool to monitor and control urban networks using a single mean traffic state variable. [6] derived analytical theories for MFD, and [1] empirically verified the theories using a combination of fixed detector and GPS data from downtown Yokohama. MFD establishes a reproducible relationship between network average density and flow in a roughly homogeneous network with slow-varying demand. Homogeneity is necessary for a well-defined, low-scatter MFD, especially in congested traffic conditions. Heterogeneous networks can be handled by decomposing the traffic network into several homogeneous reservoirs [2]. The simplicity of MFD and its low computational requirement make it an elegant
and practical tool to control and improve the efficiency of large-scale urban networks. Recently, a few studies have made important contributions to enhancing MFD dynamics by producing more realistic models that consider important traffic phenomena, such as (i) heterogeneity and hysteresis effect [11, 35, 85, 18], (ii) state delay [69, 26], (iii) queue dynamics [86, 87], and (iv) wave propagation [36, 88].

To estimate MFD analytically, [6] employed variational theory (VT) [7, 8] for an arterial comprising of a set of consecutive links and signalized intersections. VT rephrased the MFD estimation problem as a shortest path problem and used a moving observer method to estimate the cost associated with different paths, based on which, a set of practical cuts forming an upper bound for MFD was defined. [9] modified and extended the original VT method [6] by considering variabilities in network topology, signal settings, and turning movements. [10] advanced an analytical method to derive tight estimations of MFD for networks of both regular and irregular topology and signal settings. They introduced sufficient variational graph (SVG), which gathered all paths required to estimate MFD, and claimed that SVG was sufficient to provide a tight representation of MFD. They also introduced a method of cuts that required less computational effort compared to that of the SVG method. The set of cuts provided a tight estimation for regular networks while producing only an upper bound for irregular networks.

Recent research has been on the MFD-based modelling of DNL and DTA problems for large-scale traffic networks. [53] developed an approximated DTA that had implications for variant trip length inherent in network heterogeneity. They proved that MFD, using aggregated traffic information that has a reasonable computational burden, was capable of representing system dynamics nearly as well as detailed microscopic models. [24] advanced a user equilibrium (UE) and a system optimum (SO) model that consider the route choice effect on MFD in the case of heterogeneous urban networks. [71] developed a stochastic user equilibrium route choice model at the regional level using a logit route choice model in an anticipatory control framework to capture road users’ routing
responses to the perimeter control instructions. [15] and [25] developed DTAs for urban networks that have freeways as alternative routes. MFD-based route guidance strategies were devised as advisory control schemes and were shown to be efficient at controlling urban networks. In these models, where needed, a lower level of control was added to control each reservoir locally [17, 55, 67]. Capacity constraint and queueing were also discussed in some MFD-based UE models in the literature. [87] combined Vickrey’s model of bottlenecks with MFD to describe boundary queueing dynamics, and thus, formulated the UE model as a PDE for the morning commute problem. [26] developed a whole link dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) model that had simultaneous route and departure time choice, where travel time was included as an endogenous time-varying function. In addition, boundary capacity constraint was considered in their model; however, it was postulated that in the case of limited boundary capacity, vehicles rerouted instead of waiting in queue. Similarly, in [89], queueing dynamics was not carried to the next time step, assuming that when vehicles cannot proceed to the succeeding reservoir due to constrained receiving capacity, they go back to their origin and start their trip from scratch.

DNL and DTA models discussed in the MFD literature are conventionally modelled using accumulation-based models that do not appropriately represent traffic dynamics under fast-varying demand conditions. The models ignore inner-reservoir travel time and assume that the flow entering a reservoir from an upstream perimeter boundary propagates instantaneously downstream at infinite speed. [23] recognized the issue and claimed that, similar to link-based traffic models, in reservoir-based traffic models, propagation speed should not be faster than free-flow speed; otherwise, immediate reaction of outflow to demand surge leads to inconsistent wave propagation within a reservoir. Further, the time-varying nature of travel demand affected the shape and scatter of MFD [35]. The effect was sudden and was magnified in accumulation-based models in the absence of reaction time; the effect was also the cause of the numerical viscosity observed in the accumulation graphs as highlighted by [36]. To circumvent the issue and
improve representation of travel time evolution, especially in the case of fast-varying
demand, inner-reservoir travel time was incorporated into MFD dynamics as a time
delay in control input [16, 34] or into MFD output function [69, 26]. Another solution
to the problem is the seminal kinematic wave (KW) model [90, 91] that describes the
spatial-temporal evolution of vehicle density and propagation based on the fundamental
diagram and conservation rule that was incorporated into the MFD model for a single
reservoir [36, 92], and extended to a multi-class traffic dynamic model [93].

To estimate the KW solution, several approaches are developed in the literature:
first-order numerical schemes such as time-space discretized cell transmission models
(CTM) [94, 95, 96], approximated dynamic programming [7], and exact solution scheme
[97], which models the problem as a Hamilton Jacobi partial differential equation (HJ-
PDE) and solves it using the Lax-Hopf formula. Other works defined the problem using
an optimization framework and maximized the value of sending flow and receiving
capacity at downstream and upstream perimeter boundaries, respectively [98]. In the
MFD literature, [62] divided each reservoir into sub-networks (i.e., cells) and solved the
reservoir routing problem using a CTM-like approach [95]; this approach used a proper
boundary constraint to indicate propagation of flow. [36] and [92] captured traffic waves
within a single reservoir that contained multiple routes using a CTM-like model and
solved it numerically using a first order Gudonov scheme. The proposed CTM-like
approaches require intense discretization of space, which make them computationally
difficult. In these studies, a simplified triangular MFD with only two speeds (free flow
and backward wave speed) was used. None of the published studies, however, completely
account for the effect of variability in wave formation of a more general concave MFD.
As demonstrated in [99], travel time at critical points in a link estimated using a concave
FD is potentially 50% higher than what is predicted using a linear hypocritical branch;
for a network comprised of a set of links, miscalculation of travel time is non-negligible.

Introducing connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) into a traffic network can
significantly affect the traffic conditions. CAVs behave differently compared to conven-
tional vehicles; for example, they have quicker reaction times compared to conventional vehicles, and this characteristic allows them to maintain a shorter distance from the vehicle ahead. Shorter vehicle-to-vehicle spacing means more vehicles can be accommodated in traffic networks, which enhances capacity. CAVs also reduce travel times, fuel consumption, and parking facility requirements. An important issue to study is the effect of CAVs on network traffic conditions, especially in large-scale urban networks that struggle with congestion. In [100], the effect of autonomous vehicles on MFD is investigated using microsimulation. More research needs to be conducted to further incorporate CAVs as a part of MFD modelling.

A proper description of wave propagation is necessary to develop a well-posed traffic model and accurate estimations of traffic states. DNL and DTA models that are constructed based on proper reservoir models are capable of producing a more elegant and reliable simulation of vehicular movement within a traffic network. The motivation of current study is to propose such DNL model appropriate for network-wide simulation of vehicle movement within traffic network with high precision and reasonable computational effort. While there are many MFD-based DTA and DNL models in the literature, very few of them account for the existence of miscellaneous waves that describe important traffic phenomena, such as shockwave, queue buildup, and dispersion within a reservoir. Existing studies in the MFD literature use algorithms that require intense discretization of time and space. In this chapter, a macroscopic DNL model for a multi-reservoir urban network consisting of a hyper-link (i.e., consecutive links with an equal number of lanes separated by signalized intersections) and a hyper-node (i.e., an intersection of hyper-links at reservoir boundaries) is proposed. The hyper-link is modelled by constructing a set of constraints based on VT and is rephrased as finding the maximum value of sending flow and receiving capacity of a reservoir at the upstream and downstream ends. The hyper-node model operates as an interface for transferring flow to the other parts of a multi-reservoir urban network. Using the LWR model in an MFD context offers precise representation of inner-reservoir wave propagation and
travel time.

The theoretical contribution of this chapter is that our model captures proper wave propagation and estimates rigorous inner reservoir travel time for an urban arterial with piecewise linear MFD. Further, the hyper-node model, proposed to estimate the transferring flow between neighbouring reservoirs, amends the overestimation of receiving capacity that occurs in earlier research in the MFD literature. In terms of a methodological contribution, this chapter uses VT to solve the KWT solution of the hyper-link model. Further, a computationally efficient solution for a network-wide DNL that does not require space-discretization is proposed. An important issue that should be studied is the impact of CAVs on network traffic conditions and the evolution of flow, especially during transition period from conventional vehicles to CAVs. As mentioned by [101], there is a lack of research that investigates the regional network-wide effects of CAVs. The current chapter fills this gap by dynamically loading traffic networks under various CAV penetration rates.

4.2 Methodology

This chapter investigates the flow propagation problem for a multi-reservoir urban network using a dynamic network loading (DNL) and a route choice model. Similar to [92], this chapter assumes that the traffic dynamics of a large-scale urban network, divided into several reservoirs, is captured using the interface between a link model and a node model. Thus, our proposed DNL is composed of a hyper-link model, which maps the propagation of flow in a single reservoir, and a hyper-node model, which determines the transition of flow between reservoirs in the multi-reservoir urban network.

Figure 4.1 provides a schematic view of the multi-reservoir DTA that exhibits components of the proposed model. The hyper-link model is included to compute the sending flow and receiving capacity of reservoirs based on the piecewise linear MFD that is constructed using VT and according to the percentage of CAVs in the network as CAVs
Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the DTA model consisting of route choice and DNL models
affect the shape of MFD and its maximum flow capacity. The hyper-node model distributes the reservoirs’ receiving capacity over all demanding reservoirs. It is based on the first-order node model of [102] and is incorporated to amend the over-estimation of reservoir capacity observed in earlier research. Sending flow values computed using the hyper-link model are transferred to the route choice model to distribute the reservoir total demand over its succeeding neighbouring reservoirs. The logit route choice model, which considers road users’ knowledge of travel time, simulates road users’ routing behaviour and models the heterogeneity of users in a mixed traffic network consisting of conventional vehicles and CAVs. The travel time estimation component embedded in the route choice model computes travel time based on current traffic conditions of a network in terms of upstream and downstream reservoir cumulative accumulation rather than the mean travel time as assumed in earlier studies. As demonstrated in [103], MFD mean travel time properly reproduces the low frequency variations of travel times due to changes in traffic conditions while losing high-frequency variations due to offsets between signals for periodic arterials. This approach fails to approximate travel time for non-periodic arterials. The travel time computed in this chapter is instantaneous travel time, which suppress the problem with MFD mean travel time.

4.3 MFD-based modelling

4.3.1 Accumulation-based models

Consider a homogeneous urban network as a single reservoir comprising of \( m \) vehicle classes. Traffic dynamics, in terms of the accumulation of each vehicle class \( n^m \) as described by a simple conservation law, is as follows [4, 1, 16, 36]:

\[
\frac{dn^m(t)}{dt} = f^m_{in}(t) - f^m_{out}(t) + \psi^m(t) \Rightarrow n^m(t) = N^m_{in}(t) - N^m_{out}(t) + \Psi^m(t) \quad (4.1)
\]

Where \( f^m_{in}(t) \) (veh/sec), \( f^m_{out}(t) \) (veh/sec), \( N^m_{in}(t) \) (veh), and \( N^m_{out}(t) \) (veh) denote
inflow, outflow, cumulative number of arriving and departing vehicles of class \(m\) in reservoir at time \(t\), respectively, and \(\psi\) (veh/sec) and \(\Psi\) (veh) denote internal flow and accumulation of reservoir at time \(t\), respectively. Reservoir outflow is estimated using the MFD function: \(f_{out}(t) = G(n(t))\), which provides a well-defined relationship between accumulation \(n\) (veh) and outflow \(G\) (veh/sec) or production \(P\) (veh.m/sec) of a reservoir. The multi-class traffic dynamic model assumes that production of a network is the sum of the production of all vehicle classes.

Eq. (4.1), referred to as accumulation-based MFD, assumes a constant value for the ratio of reservoir production \(P\) (veh.m/sec) to outflow \(G\) (veh/sec): \(\bar{L} = \frac{P(n)}{G(n)}\), where \(\bar{L}\) (m) corresponds to average trip length of reservoir. While assuming a constant average trip length is desirable from a modelling and computational perspective, in reality, the average trip length varies as traffic congestion propagates throughout an urban network and influences travelers’ route choice due to changes in internal traffic conditions or OD demand \[36\]. Variable average trip length was addressed in later studies \[53\]. The accumulation-based model also ignores inner-reservoir travel time and assumes that the flow entering a reservoir from an upstream perimeter boundary instantly reaches the opposing downstream end with infinite speed. \[23\] recognized the issue and stated that similar to link-based traffic models, in reservoir-based traffic models, propagation speed should not be faster than free-flow speed; otherwise, immediate reaction of outflow to demand surge leads to inconsistent wave propagation within the reservoir. To resolve the issue, inner-reservoir travel time is incorporated as delay into the control input \[34, 16\] or traffic state dynamics, i.e., \(f_{out}(t) = G(n(t - \tau(t)))\) \[69\] or \(N_{in}(t) = N_{out}(t + \tau(t))\). \(N_{in}\) is the cumulative inflow accumulation and \(N_{out}\) is the cumulative outflow accumulation. While including delay dilutes the viscosity issue, proper wave propagation is not captured in these models because travel time \(\tau\) is assumed constant.

To describe the spatial-temporal evolution of vehicle density and capture proper wave propagation between two boundaries, the seminal kinematic wave (KW) model \[90, 91\], which explicitly considers internal travel time and traffic waves based on the
fundamental diagram and conservation rule, is utilized for a reservoir with a single traffic mode [36, 92] and later extended for a multi-class traffic network as follows [93]:

$$\frac{\partial k^m(x, t)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q^m(x, t)}{\partial x} = \psi^m(x, t) \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \frac{\partial n^m(x, t)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial p^m(x, t)}{\partial x} = \Psi^m(x, t) \quad (4.2)$$

In the above Eq., $k$ (veh/m), $q$ (veh/sec), $n$ (veh), and $p$ (veh.m/sec) denote density, flow, accumulation, and production of the reservoir, respectively, and $x$ (m) and $t$ (sec) denote distance and time traveled within the reservoir, respectively. The PDE-LWR model of Eq. (4.2) for a homogeneous urban network can be solved using VT. [6] analytically approximated MFD for a reservoir using the VT concept introduced by [7, 8] that models the problem in the form of a least cost path problem. Therefore, the traffic state at any instant can be simply computed using VT and is based on a set of constraints that creates an upper bound for cumulative accumulation functions.

4.3.2 Modelling based on variational theory

Consider a single reservoir in the form of an urban arterial of length $L$ with $\rho$ lanes and $j = 1, 2, ..., \nu$ successive links of length $l_j$ divided by $\nu - 1$ signal-controlled intersections with signal setting times: red $r_j$, green $g_j$, offset $o_j$, and cycle $c_j = r_j + g_j$. Similar to
and [6], we assume that the reservoir is in the form of a hyper-link. The dynamics of each link are described by a triangular FD with parameters: free-flow speed $\gamma$, wave speed $\omega$, and jam density $k_{jam}$. Assuming that for each link $l_j$, $q_j$ denotes flow and $k_j$ denotes density, $q = \frac{\sum_j l_j q_j}{L}$ yields mean flow and $k = \frac{\sum_j l_j k_j}{L}$ yields mean density of the whole arterial. The maximum capacity of an arterial is $q_c = \frac{\rho \omega \gamma k_{jam}}{\omega + \gamma}$, during the green interval of a traffic light. For the sake of simplicity, lane changing behaviour and turning movements at intersections are not considered. For such an arterial, MFD can be approximated as a lower envelope of a set of lines (cuts) with slope $V$, y-intercept $R(V)$, and x-intercept $-\frac{R(V)}{V}$, as graphically depicted in Figure 4.2 and mathematically expressed in Eq. (4.3) in terms of estimated outflow $Q$ [6]:

$$Q = \inf_V [kV + R(V)]; \quad V \in [-\omega, \gamma] \quad (4.3)$$

Where speed should be between backward speed $-\omega$ and free-flow speed $\gamma$. By mathematically manipulating the above equation, MFD in terms of estimated density $K$ can be formulated as follows:

$$K = \sup_V \left[ \frac{Q}{V} - \frac{R(V)}{V} \right]; \quad V \in [-\omega, \gamma] \quad (4.4)$$

Similarly, by manipulating Eq. (4.3), the cost function $R(V)$ is as follows:

$$R(V) = \sup_V [Q - kV]; \quad V \in [-\omega, \gamma] \quad (4.5)$$

The relative capacity or cost function $R(V)$ is the core of VT and is estimated based on the least cost problem. It uses the moving observer method and identifies the maximum rate at which an observer moving at speed $V$ can be overtaken by other vehicles in the network. Let $R_P$ denote the mean cost along path $P$. For all paths with mean speed $V$ connecting two identical points in a time-space graph, $R(V)$ denotes the
minimum cost [6]:

$$R(V) = \min_p (R_p | V_p = V)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Where $R_p$ constitutes a set of paths $p$ that have an identical mean speed $V_p$, and are estimated as the average cost of all the moves in the corresponding time-space diagram over time, i.e., $R_p = \frac{1}{T_p} \int r(v)dv$, where $r(v)$ denotes the cost of the link as a function of an observer’s speed, and $T_p$ denotes travel time on route $p$. The cost function $r(v)$ linearly reduces from the maximum cost $r(-\omega) = \omega k_j$ to the minimum value $r(\gamma) = 0$, while $r(0) = q_c$ during a green signal light and $r(0) = 0$ during a red signal light. It is proved that for any network with a linear cost function, an optimum path always exists [8]; however, evaluating the cost function for all speed values $v \in [-\omega, \gamma]$ is cumbersome. [6] proposed using three families of practical cuts with speeds of 0, $\gamma$, and $-\omega$ to find an upper bound for MFD. While the practical cut method of [6] provided only an upper bound for MFD, [10] provided a tight estimation of MFD for networks of both regular and irregular signal settings and topology by integrating forward and backward speeds to construct a sufficient variational graph (SVG) for a periodic infinite arterial only using the three above-mentioned speeds. They reduced the number of cuts by discretizing the mean speed values by only considering the paths from the end of the red signal on the upstream and downstream time-space diagram. Further, [10] suggested pre-scanning the cuts to instantly eliminate non-tight cuts (please refer to [10] for a comprehensive explanation of the analytical MFD estimation methods). Lastly, the estimated MFD in the above methods is piecewise linear due to the finite number of cuts used to estimate MFD as depicted in Figure 4.2.
4.4 Multi-reservoir dynamic network loading

4.4.1 Hyper-link model

To describe the traffic dynamics of a reservoir in the form of a hyper-link, I adopt the VT approach. The traffic state is estimated in terms of cumulative accumulation, and VT is used to construct a set of constraints that establish an upper bound for cumulative accumulation values at the upstream and downstream boundary ends of the hyper-link. Since the approach is the same for forward and backward waves, I restrict my exposition to forward waves and later present the solution algorithm for both waves.

Let \( N(x, t) \) (veh) be the Moskowitz function [104] that indicates the cumulative number of vehicles passing point \( x \) at time \( t \). Let \( q_{in} \) (veh/sec) be the sending flow to the reservoir. Assuming that the reservoir is initially empty at the start of the simulation, the upstream cumulative accumulation at any time, \( N(x_0, t) \), can be simply computed by summing all sending flows to the reservoir as follows:

\[
N(x_0, t) = \int_0^t q_{in}(\tau)d\tau
\]  

Assume that a reservoir’s dynamics evolve over time intervals of length \( \Delta t = \frac{T}{M} \), \( I = \{i : 1, 2, ..., M\} \), where \( T \) denotes total simulation time, and \( \Delta t, M, \) and \( I \) respectively denote length, number, and a finite set of time intervals. Increasing the number of intervals \( M \) enhances the accuracy of the results, but it increases computational effort. Therefore, it is important to choose the number of time intervals that strikes a balance between accuracy and effort. Due to time discretization, a piece-wise constant function for demand is considered, and cumulative accumulation curves are acquired as piece-wise affine functions, accordingly.

For a reservoir with a concave MFD, waves of various speeds from upstream might arrive downstream at different times. To properly estimate a reservoir’s traffic state, the wave that dominates at any time instant must be determined by capturing the
effect of boundary point constrains on vehicle accumulation. As shown in Figure 4.3, the solution space for a forward wave is between $t_1$ associated with the minimum and $t_2$ associated with the maximum forward speed. As previously discussed, for any speed $V$, there exists a set of paths that have the equivalent mean speed. The path that has the least cost demonstrates the relative cost function $R(V)$ used to construct MFD, as depicted in the time-space and signal timing diagram (Figure 4.3).

Cumulative accumulation values at the two boundary ends of the reservoir are computed using the values of cumulative curves determined in previous time steps. According to fact 3 of [8], only a straight path from the boundary to the solution point has to be considered, which reduces the number of paths that have to be evaluated; therefore, only a set of paths associated with waves from the solution point to the opposing boundary end are considered for evaluation.

Consider time interval $[t_1, t_2]$ as shown in Figure 4.3, where $t_1$ and $t_2$ respectively denote the time that the slowest and the fastest kinematic waves reach downstream. For an arterial of length $L = x_L - x_0$, the time that the forward waves reach downstream end is constrained as follows [98]:

$$t_1 + \frac{L}{\min(V)} \leq t + \Delta t \leq t_2 + \frac{L}{\max(V)} \quad (4.8)$$

According to [7], a change in accumulation between any two points in the time-space diagram is estimated as a summation of changes in the accumulation rate along the connecting path; hence, a change in accumulation from $(x_0, t_i)$ to $(x_L, t + \Delta t)$ is estimated as follows (substituting $q - kV$ in Eq. (4.3)):

$$N(x_L, t + \Delta t) - N(x_0, t_i) = \int_{t_i}^{t+\Delta t} (Q(k) - kx')dt = \int_{t_i}^{t+\Delta t} (q - kV)dt = (t + \Delta t - t_i)R(V)$$

$$= (t + \Delta t - t_i)R\left(\frac{x_L - x_0}{t + \Delta t - t_i}\right) = (t + \Delta t - t_i)R\left(\frac{L}{t + \Delta t - t_i}\right) \quad \forall i \in I$$

(4.9)
Figure 4.3: (a) Time-space diagram and the solution space between minimum and maximum speeds and (b) time-space and signal timing diagram with instances of practical cut paths.

The downstream cumulative accumulation $N(x_L, t + \Delta t)$ is approximated using VT and the upstream cumulative accumulation of an earlier time instant $N(x_0, t_i)$. According to this formula, an observer moving along an arterial road with speed $V$ cannot be overtaken by more than $\frac{L}{V} R(V)$ vehicles. Since Eq. (4.9) is derived considering only forward wave speeds and ignoring backward speeds and arterial capacity constraints, the above equality constraint transforms into an inequality as expressed in Eq. (4.10). In other words, the right-hand side value constructs an upper bound for the left-hand side value.

$$N(x_L, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_0, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i)R\left(\frac{L}{t + \Delta t - t_i}\right) \forall i \in I \quad (4.10)$$

Among the tangent cuts that construct the upper bound of MFD, the cut with slope $\min(V)$ has the highest cost (provided that cuts are estimated using the method of practical cuts introduced in [10]). In mathematical terms, $R(\min(V)) \geq R(V); \forall V \in [\min(V), \max(V)]$; thereafter, for paths from the solution point to the opposing bound-
ary end emanated over discrete time steps, the following inequality is valid:

\[
N(x_L, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_0, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i) R(V) \leq N(x_0, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i) R(\text{min}(V)) \quad \forall i \in I
\]  
(4.11)

Based on the path discretization method of [10], any valid path from the solution space to the boundary starts at the end of a red signal, and thus, the time windows between the start times of any two valid paths is always an integer multiple of the signal cycle time.

For a reservoir with regular signal settings and topology, maximum flow capacity is equal to \( q_c \) during a green signal; therefore, reservoir capacity per unit time is equivalent to \((g/c)q_c\) (veh/sec). This maximum capacity restricts the amount of change in the downstream cumulative accumulation between any two time steps \( \Delta t \). The difference in cumulative accumulation \( N(x_L, t + \Delta t) - N(x_L, t) \) between two paths according to the maximum flow capacity constraint is calculated as follows:

\[
N(x_L, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_L, t) + (g/c)q_c \Delta t \quad \forall i \in I
\]  
(4.12)

[98] proposed adding an extra constraint for any discretized time interval to estimate the solution of the KW model exactly. Adding this constraint finds an exact solution, and its inclusion is essential to prevent acceleration fans or rarefaction waves from occurring where a sudden increase in demand results in a spike in outflow rather than a continuously increasing outflow as expected with KW models. Consider the time interval \([t_i, t_{i+1}]\) in the solution space \([t_1, t_2]\). Due to time-discretization, the values of cumulative accumulation are constant in any defined time interval. The open interval constraint is established based on the flow of the interval; i.e., \( q = \frac{N(x_0, t_{i+1}) - N(x_0, t_i)}{\Delta t} \).
Therefore, if \( \frac{L}{t_i} \leq V \leq \frac{L}{t_{i+1}} \), the following constraint is satisfied:

\[
N(x_L, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_0, t_i) + q \left( \frac{L}{V} - t_i \right) + (t + \Delta t - \frac{L}{V}) R(V) \quad \forall V \in [\min(V), \max(V)]
\] (4.13)

Similar to forward waves, a set of constraints is derived to estimate backward waves \( V' \) to establish an upper bound for the upstream cumulative accumulation. The solution for backward waves should satisfy the following constraints:

\[
N(x_0, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_L, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i) R(\max(V')) \quad \forall i \in I
\] (4.14)

\[
N(x_0, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_0, t) + \left( \frac{g}{c} \right) q_c \Delta t \quad \forall i \in I
\] (4.15)

\[
N(x_0, t + \Delta t) \leq N(x_L, t_i) + q \left( \frac{L}{V'} - t_i \right) + (t + \Delta t - \frac{L}{V'}) R(V') \quad \forall V' \in [\min(V'), \max(V')]
\] (4.16)

I propose two algorithms to solve the hyper-link model and estimate the flow that can be sent to other reservoirs at the reservoir downstream end (sending flow), and the flow that can be received from other reservoirs at the reservoir upstream end (receiving capacity). Algorithms 1 and 2 contain the procedures for computing sending flow and receiving capacity, respectively. Algorithm 1 divides the time interval \([t + \Delta t - \frac{L}{\min(V)}, t + \Delta t - \frac{L}{\max(V)}]\), associated with the start times of the minimum and maximum forward waves, into time intervals of length \( \Delta t \). Three sets of constraints are then imposed on the downstream cumulative accumulation. For waves emanated between any two consecutive cuts, Eq. (4.11) is satisfied. This equation builds the constraints associated with waves emanating from the solution point at discretized time steps. To impose the constraints related to the MFD cuts, the algorithm finds the time interval from which any cut is emerged (i.e., \( t_i \leq \frac{L}{V} \leq t_{i+1} \)). Eq. (4.13) is then formulated to establish the related constraint using the flow of this time interval and the cost function of the MFD cut within this time interval. Lastly, the algorithm imposes constraints related to the maximum flow capacity of the hyper-link with traffic signals using Eq. (4.12).
identical procedure is proposed to estimate the upstream cumulative accumulation and receiving capacity using Algorithm 2.

The hyper-link model is rephrased as the maximum value of \( N(x, t + \Delta t) - N(x, t) \) using the set of constraints defined in this section. Based on the estimated Moskowitz functions of upstream and downstream ends of the reservoir, sending flow \( sf \), and receiving capacity \( rc \) are computed as follows [105]:

\[
sf(t + \Delta t) = N(x_L, t + \Delta t) - N(x_L, t) \quad (4.17)
\]

\[
rc(t + \Delta t) = N(x_0, t + \Delta t) - N(x_0, t) \quad (4.18)
\]

\( \Delta t \) is chosen such that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is satisfied; i.e., the time step duration should be less than the minimum time required to transfer the hyper-link length, \( \Delta t \leq \frac{L}{\max(V)} \) for forward waves and \( \Delta t \leq \left| \frac{L}{\min(V')} \right| \) for backward waves.

The next section explains how the hyper-node model estimates the flow transferring between reservoirs in a multi-reservoir urban network.

4.4.2 Hyper-node model

In conventional link-based DNLs, nodes operate as a medium for flow exchange between links while assuring adherence to the demand and supply constraints imposed by incoming and outgoing links and the node itself. Nodes can impose constraints inherent to the presence of traffic signals or any other kind of traffic control on transferring flow. Node models can also be adopted to model flow transition between adjacent reservoirs in a multi-reservoir urban network. To distinguish nodes that model flow transition between reservoirs from regular nodes, I refer to them as hyper-nodes throughout this chapter.

Supply capacity or receiving flow capacity from any of a reservoir’s neighbouring reservoirs is not fixed. They depend on traffic state dynamics, the remaining capacity of the reservoir itself, and on the sending flow from all neighbouring reservoirs that com-
Algorithm 1: Estimating sending flow

- initialize a set of forward cuts tangent to MFD
  \[ C = \{V|V \in [\text{min}(V), \text{max}(V)]\} \]
- set integer number of time intervals between the time when minimum and maximum forward speeds emanated
  \[ M = \left\lfloor \frac{L(\max(V) - \min(V))}{\Delta t} \right\rfloor \]
- estimate downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to time \( t_1 \)
  \[ N(x_L, t + \Delta t) = N(x_0, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i)R(\min(V)) \]

for \( i = 1 : M \) do

  for \( V \in C \) do

    if \( \frac{L}{V_C} \leq t_i < \frac{L}{V_{C+1}} \) then
      - update downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to the updated time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
      \[ N(x_L, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_L, t + \Delta t), N(x_0, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i)R(V)) \]
    else

      if \( \frac{L}{V_C} - \Delta t \leq t_i \leq \frac{L}{V_C} \) then
        - estimate flow within time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
        \[ q = \frac{N(x_0, t_{i+1}) - N(x_0, t_i)}{\Delta t} \]
        - update downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to the updated time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
        \[ N(x_L, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_L, t + \Delta t), N(x_0, t_i) + q(\frac{L}{V} - t_i) + (t + \Delta t - \frac{L}{V})R(V)) \]
      else
        end
    end
  end

- update downstream cumulative accumulation considering capacity constraint
  \[ N(x_L, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_L, t + \Delta t), N(x_L, t) + (g/c)q_c\Delta t) \]
- set sending flow
  \[ sf(t + \Delta t) = N(x_L, t + \Delta t) - N(x_L, t) \]
Algorithm 2: Estimating receiving capacity

- initialize a set of backward cuts tangent to MFD
  \[ C' = \{ V' < 0 | V' \in [\min(V'), \max(V')] \} \]
- set integer number of time intervals between the time when minimum and maximum backward speeds emanated
  \[ M' = \left\lfloor \frac{L(\frac{1}{\min(V')}-\frac{1}{\max(V')})}{\Delta t} \right\rfloor \]
- estimate downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to time \( t_1 \)
  \[ N(x_0, t + \Delta t) = N(x_L, t_1) + (t + \Delta t - t_1)R(\max(V)) \]

for \( i = 1 : M' \) do
  for \( V' \in C' \) do
    if \( \frac{-L}{V_{C'}+1} \leq t_i < \frac{-L}{V_{C'}} \) then
      - update downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to the updated time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
        \[ N(x_0, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_0, t + \Delta t), N(x_L, t_i) + (t + \Delta t - t_i)R(V')) \]
    else
      if \( \frac{-L}{V_{C'}} - \Delta t \leq t_i < \frac{-L}{V_{C'}} \) then
        - estimate flow within time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
          \[ q = \frac{N(x_L, t_{i+1}) - N(x_L, t_i)}{\Delta t} \]
        - update downstream cumulative accumulation with regard to the updated time interval \([t_i, t_i + \Delta t]\)
          \[ N(x_0, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_0, t + \Delta t), N(x_L, t_i) + q(-\frac{L}{V_{C'}} - t_i) + (t + \Delta t + \frac{L}{V_{C'}})R(V'))) \]
      else
        end
      end
    end
  end
end
- update downstream cumulative accumulation considering capacity constraint
  \[ N(x_0, t + \Delta t) = \min(N(x_0, t + \Delta t), N(x_0, t) + (g/c)q_c \Delta t) \]
- set receiving capacity
  \[ rc(t + \Delta t) = N(x_0, t + \Delta t) - N(x_0, t) \]
pete for the same space. [62] introduced the constraining effect of the reservoir supply function on transition flow. [62], [17] and [106] determined the supply function similar to CTM as a non-increasing function of accumulation that has a critical accumulation as its tipping point. Other studies expressed a general function for the receiving capacity $rc_{ij}$ of reservoir $i$ that is assigned to its neighbouring reservoir $j \in \tilde{H}_i$ as a function of accumulation $n_i$ as follows [18? ]:

$$rc_{ij}(n_i) = \begin{cases} 
rc_{ij}^{max} & \text{if } 0 \leq n_i < \chi n_{i,jam} \\
\frac{rc_{ij}^{max}}{1-\chi}(1 - \frac{n_i}{n_{i,jam}}) & \text{if } \xi n_{i,jam} \leq n_i \leq n_{i,jam}
\end{cases} \quad (4.19)$$

Where $rc_{ij}^{max}$ denotes the maximum value of the reservoir receiving capacity assigned to its neighbour, and $0 < \chi < 1$ is a parameter that specifies the tipping point of the supply function that is associated with the point at which receiving capacity decreases from the maximum value $rc_{ij}^{max}$. As specified by [? ], the tipping point of the supply function is higher than the critical accumulation point.

The receiving capacity function presented in previous studies is often overstated because it is estimated solely as a function of the available capacity of a reservoir without considering the other neighbouring reservoirs’ claim over the same space. In other words, the available capacity is deemed fully obtainable for each neighbouring reservoir. Overestimating the available capacity in situations with high demand and congestion might lead to gridlock on the urban network. In previous studies, the simulations do not result in gridlock because the models implemented perimeter controls, which prevent reservoirs from reaching high accumulation levels and serve as a natural boundary. [63] demonstrated that, in such circumstances, receiving capacity can be ignored for the sake of brevity. Hence, as opposed to previous studies that assumed transferring flow to a reservoir should be less than its available capacity, I assume that the sum of transferring flows from all the neighbouring reservoirs must not violate the available capacity. In this section, I present a general approach to estimate transition flow between reservoirs.
by implementing reduction factors and proportional sharing of capacity assigned to each reservoir. Transition flow between any two neighbouring reservoirs should comply with the following demand and supply constraints:

- Transition flow from any reservoir $i$ to its neighbouring reservoir $j \in \tilde{H}_i$ should be less than the sending flow of reservoir $i$, i.e., $f_{ij} \leq sf_i; \forall i \in R, j \in \tilde{H}_i$.

- The sum of transition flows to any reservoir $j$ from its neighbouring reservoirs $i \in \tilde{H}_j$ should be less than the supply capacity of reservoir $j$, i.e., $\sum_{i \in \tilde{H}_j} f_{ij} \leq rc_j; \forall i \in R, j \in \tilde{H}_i$.

To estimate the portion of the receiving capacity of a given reservoir that is assigned to each of its neighbouring reservoirs (i.e., distribute supply over incoming reservoirs), a reduction factor on sending flow per turn can be applied. [107] introduced distribution fractions proportional to the demand, and [108] identified the fractions proportional to capacity and discussed that previous models led to unrealistic results under certain conditions (please see [102] for more information on different reduction factors and their properties). In this chapter, I adopt the approach presented by [102] and model the reduction factor $\zeta_{ij}$ imposed on sending flow from reservoir $i$ to its neighbouring reservoir $j \in \tilde{H}_i$, as a function of available receiving capacity $rc_j$ and sending flow $sf_{ij}$, in the form of a fixed-point problem expressed as follows [102]:

$$\zeta_{ij} = F(sf_{ij}, rc_j(\zeta_{ij})) \quad \forall i \in \tilde{H}_j, \forall j \in R \quad (4.20)$$

The implicit function expressed above indicates that reduction factors are non-separable, and their estimation is not a trivial task. In link-based DNL problems, using first-order node models for solving problems of the above form is common. In our multi-reservoir network, reservoirs are modelled as hyper-links and, thus, are comparable to a conventional link-based traffic network. Therefore, I solve the above fixed-point formula by adopting an algorithm similar to that of [102] and modify it for our multi-reservoir network using Algorithm 3.
The algorithm initializes by determining sets of incoming and outgoing reservoirs at any hyper-node; thereafter, it initializes incoming reservoirs’ sending flow and outgoing reservoirs’ receiving capacity. The sending flow of incoming reservoirs estimated using Algorithm 1 is distributed over outgoing reservoirs using the logit route choice model, and the remaining capacity of outgoing reservoirs is considered equal to the receiving capacity estimated using Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 is developed on the basis of applying a reduction factor on sending flows to balance supply and demand. The reduction factor for any outgoing reservoir is computed as the ratio of outgoing reservoirs’ receiving capacity to the sum of the sending flows for the reservoir; i.e., $\zeta_j = \frac{\tilde{C}_j}{\sum_{i \in X} \tilde{f}_{ij}}; j \in Y$. The minimum value of reduction factors $\zeta = \min_j(\zeta_j)$ is considered as the hyper-node reduction factor and is imposed on all sending flows from incoming reservoirs. An incoming reservoir is demand-constrained if the demand inflow is less than the reduced receiving capacity of the target reservoir. In this case, the transition flow is equal to the sending flow, the incoming reservoir is removed from the set of incoming reservoirs, and the outgoing reservoirs’ remaining capacity is updated by subtracting the capacity assigned to processed reservoirs. The algorithm then proceeds to the next iteration. In contrast, if none of the incoming reservoirs are demand-constrained, transition flow is equal to the outgoing reservoirs’ reduced receiving capacity, and the algorithm terminates. The developed algorithm terminates within a maximum of $J = |\tilde{H}_j|$ iterations, where $J$ is equal to the number of neighbouring reservoirs of reservoir $j$.

4.4.3 Hyper-link/ hyper-node interface

To solve the multi-reservoir DNL and DTA problems, an algorithm similar to that of link transmission model (LTM) is developed. [105] suggested a sequential three-step algorithm to solve LTM using a link-node interface (please refer to [109], for a comprehensive review of a general link-node interface that combines link and node models). LTM is based on [104]’s simplified kinematic wave theory (SKWT) and uses
Algorithm 3: Estimating transition flow

Initialization:
- initialize reservoirs’ sending flow $sf_{ij}, \forall i \in R$ using Algorithm 1
- initialize reservoirs’ receiving capacity $RC_i, \forall i \in R$ using Algorithm 2

for any hyper-node in network do
- set iteration number $it = 1$
- determine the set of incoming reservoirs $X$ and outgoing reservoirs $Y$
- determine demand inflow from any incoming reservoir $i \in X$ to any outgoing reservoir $j \in Y$ using logit route choice model $sf_{ij} = \frac{exp(-\theta \tau_j)}{\sum_j exp(-\theta \tau_j)}$
- set remaining capacity of the outgoing reservoirs $\tilde{C}_j = RC_j, \forall j \in Y$

while $X \neq 0$ do
- calculate reduction factor for outgoing reservoirs $\zeta^{(k)} = min_j\left(\frac{\tilde{C}_j}{\sum_{i \in X}(sf_{ij})}\right)$
- if any of the incoming reservoirs $i$ are demand-constrained, i.e. $sf_{ij} \leq \zeta^{(k)}\tilde{C}_j$ then
  - estimate transition flow $f_{ij} = sf_{ij}$
- else
  - estimate transition flow $f_{ij} = \zeta^{(k)}\tilde{C}_j$

end
- update the set of unprocessed reservoirs by removing $i$ from set $X$ $X = X|i$
- update remaining capacity by subtracting the capacity assigned to processed reservoirs $\tilde{C}_j^{(k+1)} = \tilde{C}_j^{(k)} - \sum_{i \in X}f_{ij}$
- set $k = k + 1$

end
a triangular shape FD along with cumulative vehicle numbers estimated using vehicle count trajectories in time and space [104, 7, 110]. [111, 112] extended the model to include the case of a general LTM (GLTM) with a concave FD. Compared to an LTM with two branches and only two kinematic waves, GLTM, which has several waves, is more complex; however, GLTM produces a more realistic propagation of traffic, travel delays, and travel time.

In this chapter, a sequential approach based on LTM is presented to model traffic propagation in a multi-reservoir urban network using a general interface of a hyper-link model as discussed in Section 4.4.1 and a hyper-node model as explained in Section 4.4.2. [113] used an iterative approach to satisfy the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition, which defines an upper bound on length of time steps for updating cumulative accumulations. In their study, the entire simulation period was updated in each iteration. [114] developed an iterative algorithm for LTM based on a space-time discretized space, which, contrary to earlier studies, did not impose an upper bound on time step length; the algorithm significantly reduced the computational requirements. Herein, I use the basic LTM algorithm of [115]. Algorithm 4 illustrates the steps for solving the general hyper-link/hyper-node interface or the MRDNL model proposed in this chapter.

For any time step, the algorithm firstly initializes demand and then estimates the hyper-link sending flow and receiving capacity using Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. The hyper-node model, computed using Algorithm 3, estimates the transition flow at hyper-node from an incoming reservoir to an outgoing reservoir; thereafter, upstream and downstream cumulative accumulations are derived by adding transition flows estimated during the previous step to the current cumulative accumulation values. After finding the reservoir traffic state in terms of cumulative accumulations, reservoir travel time can be estimated.
Algorithm 4: Multi-reservoir network loading model

At any time step \([t, t + \Delta t]\)
- initialize demand
- determine sending flow for reservoirs using hyper-link Algorithm 1
- determine receiving capacity for reservoirs using hyper-node Algorithm 2
- determine transition flows between reservoirs using Algorithm 3
- update upstream cumulative accumulation for reservoirs
  \(N_i(x_0, t + \Delta t) = N_i(x_0, t) + \sum_{j \in \tilde{H}_i} f_{ij}\)
- update downstream cumulative accumulation for reservoirs
  \(N_i(x_L, t + \Delta t) = N_i(x_L, t) + \sum_{j \in \tilde{H}_i} f_{ij}\)
- determine inner-reservoir instantaneous travel time \(\tau\) such that
  \(N_i(x_L, t + \Delta t) = N_i(x_0, t + \Delta t - \tau(t))\)

4.5 Multi-class dynamic network loading under mixed traffic conditions

Consider a multi-reservoir urban network that encompasses two vehicle classes: conventional vehicles and CAVs (i.e., \(m = 2\) in Eq. (4.2)). Different traffic modes affect the traffic network in dissimilar ways. [116] addressed the issue for an MFD-based traffic network by proposing a 3D-MFD using a simulation for a mixed traffic network with conventional vehicles and buses. Such networks with two modes of traffic are usually modelled as 3D-MFD (refer to [93] for a review of these models). However, I modelled our MFD-based traffic network with mixed conventional vehicles and CAVs in a single-class fashion using a transformed 2D-MFD. I postulated that CAVs and conventional vehicles have identical sizes and physical features; therefore, the marginal effect of one unit increase in any vehicle class is equal.

In this chapter, I assume the only features that distinguish CAVs from conventional vehicles are that for CAVs (i) more data on travel times can be obtained from vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [117, 118] and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) connections, and (ii) reaction times are shorter due to driver automation. CAVs provide more information on traffic conditions that result in a lower stochasticity in route travel time compared to conventional vehicles. Thus, the logit model is adopted to reflect this difference in travel time data. The logit model that estimates the probability of choosing reservoir
$r'$ after traversing reservoir $r''$ is shown as follows:

$$Prob(r'' \rightarrow r') = \frac{\exp^{-\theta_{r'}}}{\sum_{r \in \tilde{H}_{r''}} \exp^{-\theta_{r}}}, \quad \forall r' \in \tilde{H}_{r''}, r, r', r'' \in R \quad (4.21)$$

Where $\theta > 0$ denotes road users’ level of knowledge of traffic conditions. With $\theta \rightarrow \infty$ stochasticity of the model decreases and the obtained solution becomes more deterministic; therefore, for CAVs, since they acquire more information on traffic conditions, higher values for $\theta$ are considered as well.

CAVs are also expected to maintain a shorter space headway between themselves and the leading vehicles, and this shorter headway results in a higher flow capacity compared to conventional vehicles. [119] approximated the capacity of a link with mixed conventional vehicles and CAVs using CTM and based on a trapezoidal FD:

$$q = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma((1 - cav\%)rt_{cv} + cav\%rt_{cav}) + i} \quad (4.22)$$

In the above equation, $cav\%$ indicates the penetration rate of CAVs in a network, $rt_{cav}$ (sec) and $rt_{cv}$ (sec) respectively denote CAV and conventional vehicles’ reaction time, and $i$ denotes vehicular length, which is considered equal for both vehicle classes. The intention of the current work is not to precisely model CAVs but to examine the network-wide effect on a large-scale urban network under various penetration rates; thus, I use the above-mentioned link flow capacity function in Eq. (4.22).

By modelling a mixed traffic network as a single-level model, a network’s dynamics are described using a 2D-MFD. Introducing CAVs into a traffic network and changing the fundamental diagram of the links, the piece-wise linear MFD, approximated using the method of cuts, has to be reconstructed according to the new CAV market penetration rate that includes a modified maximum flow and backward waves. As the CAV penetration rate increases, higher values for maximum flow and backward speeds are achieved. Further, the cost function $R(V)$ associated with speed $V$ also increases. From a mathematical perspective, by increasing the cost function, the interception of
practical cuts with the y-axis yields higher values; therefore, higher values for flow are achieved at any time.

4.6 Numerical results and discussion

In this section, the developed MRDNL model is tested for a hypothetical urban network consisting of several homogeneous reservoirs. Each reservoir in the network is considered to be a hyper-link composed of several consecutive non-overlapping links separated by traffic signals, and possessing some homogeneity (i.e., links with an identical fundamental diagram and of equal length) and regularity (i.e., identical signal settings: $g_i = g, c_i = c, o_i = o$). The urban network is depicted in Figure 4.4 and consists of 7 hyper-links and 6 hyper-nodes. Each link in the reservoir follows a triangular fundamental diagram. The properties of links within each reservoir and traffic signal timings are listed in Table 4.1. For simplicity, signal timings, the number of existing links in reservoirs, link lengths, and fundamental diagrams are considered identical.

For each reservoir in the urban network, MFD is estimated using VT and the method of cuts introduced by [10] by utilizing the information on link characteristics and signal settings in Table 4.1. [10] introduced simple pre-scanning approaches to eliminate non-tight cuts. For regular traffic networks with regular signal timings, this method
provides a tight estimation, but for irregular traffic networks, it only provides an upper bound. In irregular networks, only SVG with both forward and backward speeds is sufficient to provide a tight estimation. Without losing generality, I assume that reservoirs considered in this work are regular, and thus, I adopt the cut estimation method of [10] to provide a tight MFD estimation. However, the developed DNL model can be used for irregular networks as well. The resulting piecewise linear MFD is depicted in Figure 4.5 (a), and the corresponding time-space diagram for forward waves along with traffic signal timing are depicted in Figure 4.5 (b). In Figure 4.5 (a), the stationary cut \( S = q_c g/c \) corresponds to the capacity of a traffic signal during the green light, which demonstrates a reservoir’s flow capacity. For reservoirs that have a stationary cut value higher than the intersection point of the forward and backward waves, capacity is equal to the intersection point value.

Propagation of flow within the network is simulated using the developed MRDNL model for \( T = 200 \) min with time step increments of \( \Delta t = 1 \) min and a simulation warming period of 50 min. Similar to [92] and [88], CTM model [94, 95] is used as a benchmark analysis model to simulate the network and compare its performance with that of MRDNL. For CTM model, time step increments of \( \Delta t = 20 \) sec are considered. Then, the size of each cell is estimated as a product of time step increment \( \Delta t \) and the free flow speed \( \gamma \) of a link. Simulations are conducted under two different demand profiles as depicted in Figure 4.6. The network is empty at the start of the simulation at \( t = 0 \). In the low demand scenario, the network is loaded with low demand. Then, the demand is increased to examine the performance of the MRDNL model under high demand. Demand loading rate is considered equal for both CTM and MRDNL models. \( O_1 - D_1 \) is the demand loaded in reservoirs 1 and 2, while \( O_2 - D_1 \) is the demand loaded in reservoir 3. For other reservoirs, demand inflow is distributed based on the turning ratios approximated using the logit route choice model at each hyper-node. All vehicles arrive at the \( D_1 \) hyper-node as their final destination. Cumulative curves in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are obtained assuming that all vehicles are of conventional type. All simulations
Table 4.1: Properties of a multi-reservoir urban network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservoir</th>
<th>Number of links</th>
<th>Link length (m)</th>
<th>Free-flow speed (m/sec)</th>
<th>Backward speed (m/sec)</th>
<th>Jam density (veh/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,...,7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of traffic signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle (sec)</th>
<th>Green (sec)</th>
<th>Offset (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5: (a) A piecewise linear MFD estimated using VT and the method of cuts and (b) the associated time-space diagram

are conducted using MATLAB R2019a (9.6.0), on a 64-bit macOS with 2.2-GHZ Intel Core-i7 and 16-GB of RAM.

The resulting cumulative upstream and downstream accumulations in reservoirs obtained using MRDNL and CTM under low and high demand profiles are illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. Generally speaking, both models exhibit the same trend, suggesting that the developed MRDNL model is capable of representing traffic dynamics nearly as well as a mesoscopic traffic model. It is observed that under CTM, higher accumulation values for some reservoirs are obtained at any time instant. In the low demand scenario, the downstream cumulative accumulation curve is identical to the upstream cumulative accumulation curve with a time delay equal to the free-flow travel time ($\approx 4$ min). The reservoirs are in a free-flow traffic condition as can be estimated from accumulation (the vertical distance between upstream and downstream accumulation at any time instant) and travel time (the horizontal distance between upstream and downstream accumulation per any accumulation) values of reservoirs. The precise
values of accumulation and inner-reservoir travel time are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. Accumulation values shown in Figure 4.7 are less than the critical accumulation value (=116 veh), which also confirms the free-flow traffic condition under the low-demand scenario.

In the high demand scenario, demand for reservoirs 6 and 7 steadily increase during the simulation period. As a result, cumulative demand exceeds cumulative upstream accumulation at any time instant, and thus, bottlenecks form at the downstream ends of reservoirs 2, 3, 4, and 5. The downstream boundary transfer capacity for reservoirs 6 and 7 is assumed to be unconstrained; therefore, accumulations stabilize around the critical accumulation level at $t = 106$ min for reservoir 6 and $t = 97$ min for reservoir 7. Indeed, only an inflow equal to the maximum outflow capacity can enter any reservoir at any time instant.

With high demand entering the traffic network in the high demand scenario, congestion and queueing firstly appear at the downstream ends of reservoirs 4 and 5 at $t = 85$ min. With steady increase of demand for the network during the first 100 minutes of the simulation and the congestion propagating backward at reservoirs 4 and 5, accumulation increases in these reservoirs. At $t = 100$ min, reservoirs 4 and 5 operate under congested traffic condition and at extremely high accumulation levels ($n_4 = 251$ veh and $n_5 = 214$ veh while $n_{4,\text{jam}} = n_{5,\text{jam}} = 315$ veh). Travel time in reservoirs
Figure 4.7: Cumulative upstream and downstream accumulations of the reservoirs in the low demand scenario, CAV=0% and logit route choice $\theta = 0.1$. 
Figure 4.8: Cumulative upstream and downstream accumulations of the reservoirs in the high demand scenario, CAV=0% and logit route choice $\theta = 0.1$
Figure 4.9: Low demand scenario (a) accumulation of the reservoirs and (b) inner-reservoir travel time, high demand scenario (c) accumulation of the reservoirs and (d) inner-reservoir travel time.

4 and 5 at \( t = 100 \) min is respectively 18 and 16.4 minutes as shown in the travel time plot in Figure 4.8. Reservoir 7 remains a bottleneck, which constrains the outflow from reservoirs 4 and 5 until the end of the simulation period. Accordingly, reservoir 4 operates under congested conditions during the whole simulation period; however, a different traffic condition in reservoir 5 is observed. The reason for the descending trend in the accumulation is that when reservoir 6 forms a bottleneck at the downstream ends of reservoirs 2 and 3 at \( t = 100 \) min, the inflow from these reservoirs to reservoir 6 is constrained. As a result of restricting the inflow and based on the node model adopted in this chapter, inflow to reservoir 5 is constrained as well; therefore, reservoir 5 returns to a lower accumulation level at \( t = 126 \) min and remains in this condition until \( t = 133 \) min. Given that reservoir 7 forms a bottleneck at the downstream end of reservoir 5, and despite the reduced inflow to reservoir 7, accumulation gradually increases in reservoir 5. The reservoir, however, recovers to free flow traffic conditions at the end of
the simulation period at \( t = 188 \) min.

At \( t = 100 \) min, cumulative demand for reservoir 4 exceeds the capacity of this reservoir, and thus, a bottleneck forms at the downstream end of reservoir 1, causing congestion. Reservoir 1 remains in this condition until \( t = 180 \) min, at which point the accumulation begins to reduce as a result of demand reduction in the network. Likewise, reservoirs 2 and 3 also experience high accumulation levels during most of the simulation period. All reservoirs recover to free flow traffic conditions at the end of the simulation period. This result indicates the efficiency of our developed MRDNL model in capturing multiple traffic waves within a network and describing the evolution of traffic dynamics. Furthermore, the viscosity issue observed in accumulation-based models mentioned in [36] does not exist because the reaction of outflow to the surge in demand is not sudden but gradual and happens over an extended time period.

4.6.1 Numerical analysis for the multi-reservoir DNL under mixed traffic conditions

The multi-reservoir urban network in Figure 4.4 is comprised of two vehicle classes, conventional vehicles and CAVs. I assume that CAVs and conventional vehicles have identical sizes and physical features. Further, I assume that vehicles use the same traffic infrastructure, and there is no dedicated lane for CAVs. The reaction time of CAVs \( r_{t_{\text{cav}}} = 0.5 \) sec, and the reaction time of conventional vehicles \( r_{t_{\text{cv}}} = 1.5 \) sec, are considered. The length of all vehicles in both classes is \( \iota = 6 \) m. I assume that the demand is not affected by the presence of CAVs and their positive effect on network capacity (i.e., demand elasticity is not considered).

The resulting MFDs (outflow vs. accumulation) for reservoirs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 obtained from simulation results under various CAV penetration rates are depicted in Figure 4.10, for the low demand scenario (\( \theta = 0.1 \) for conventional vehicles and \( \theta = 0.3 \) for CAVs). As mentioned earlier, boundary transfer capacity for reservoirs 6 and 7 is unlimited. These reservoirs operate under uncongested and maximum flow traffic conditions under any demand profile; thus, I am focusing on reservoirs 1 to 5 for the sake of
Figure 4.10: Outflow-accumulation relationships in the low demand scenario for different CAV penetration rates (logit route choice parameter $\theta = 0.1$ for conventional vehicles and $\theta = 0.3$ for CAVs) (a) $R_1$, (b) $R_2$, (c) $R_4$
Figure 4.11: Outflow-accumulation relationships in the high demand scenario for different CAV penetration rates (logit route choice parameter $\theta = 0.1$ for conventional vehicles and $\theta = 0.3$ for CAVs) (a) $R_1$, (b) $R_2$, (c) $R_3$, (d) $R_4$, (e) $R_5$
Figure 4.12: Outflow-accumulation relationships in the high demand scenario for different CAV penetration rates (logit route choice parameter $\theta = 0.1$ for both conventional vehicles and CAVs) (a) $R_1$, (b) $R_2$, (c) $R_3$
this analysis. From the figure it is observed that, as the CAV penetration rate increases, no significant change in MFD occurs before the maximum flow point corresponding to MFD with 100% conventional vehicles. When CAV penetration rate is 50% or less, the resulting MFDs for reservoirs 4 and 5 have points in maximum flow traffic conditions; however, as CAV penetration rate increases, reservoirs experience uncongested traffic conditions. While the free flow speeds obtained under various CAV penetration rates remain the same, due to the resulting increase in cost function $R(V)$ as a result of increase in CAV penetration rate, higher outflows for scenarios that have higher CAV penetration rates are expected to achieve. The difference, however, is insignificant. The results indicate that our developed MRDNL model performs exceptionally well in terms of illustrating traffic states in the low demand traffic conditions.

In high demand scenario, as CAV penetration rate increases, higher maximum outflow and throughput for reservoirs are achieved, as can be observed in Figure 4.11. In reservoir 1, when the penetration rate is 50% or less, congested side of the corresponding MFDs are constructed; however, when the penetration rate increases to 75%, no congestion is observed and the reservoir operates in maximum flow traffic conditions. In reservoirs 2 and 3, shift from congested to uncongested traffic conditions occur when all vehicles are CAVs. It is also observed that faster backward speeds for scenarios that have higher CAV penetration rates are achieved (see reservoir 1 to 4). The resulting MFDs are slightly scattered under congested traffic conditions. To examine the effect of information provision on shape and scatter of MFD, simulation is conducted assuming that CAVs have no superiority over conventional vehicles in terms of travel time information ($\theta=0.1$ for both CAVs and conventional vehicles). In other words, this scenario models the impact of automation with no connectivity feature. The MFD plots of Figure 4.12, that are estimated under minimal information provision assumption, are found to be more well-defined and low-scattered compared to that of Figure 4.11, which were slightly scattered, especially in reservoirs 2 and 3. With increase in information provision, route switching behaviours are encouraged; thus, heterogeneity
Figure 4.13: Trip completion for the (a) low demand scenario, and (b) high demand scenario.

in spatial distribution of flow, which appears as scatter in MFD plots, increase. The spatial distribution of vehicle density in traffic network can affect the shape and scatter of MFD [12, 85]. Heterogeneous distribution of traffic in congested reservoirs leads to points below the MFD outflow level and thus, creates scatter [16]. Despite the slightly higher level of scatter in high information provision scenario, fewer points in the congested side of MFDs are presented. In reservoir 5, in minimal information provision scenario, congested side of MFD is fully constructed; however, congestion is resolved in high information provision scenario. The results suggest that when higher level of information is provided to vehicles, traffic network performance enhances by producing fewer points in the congested side of its corresponding MFD. In other words, increase in autonomy, enhances traffic condition and shifts the network towards uncongested and maximum flow traffic conditions. The overall performance of traffic network improves in this scenario.

Trip completion for low and high demand scenarios under different market penetration rates are illustrated in Figures 4.13 (a) and 4.13 (b), respectively. The results indicate no noticeable change in network outflow as the CAV market penetration rate increases in low demand traffic conditions while a significant improvement in network outflow is detected in high demand traffic conditions. Table 4.2 shows the total network outflow for any reservoir within the urban network under various CAV market penetration rates and demand scenarios. According to the results, in the low demand
Table 4.2: The outflow and percentage increase in outflows of reservoirs in brackets under mixed conventional and CAV traffic conditions (logit route choice parameter $\theta = 0.1$ for conventional vehicles and $\theta = 0.3$ for CAVs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand scenario</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low demand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
<td>1.4040e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8799e+03</td>
<td>1.8799e+03</td>
<td>1.8799e+03</td>
<td>1.8799e+03</td>
<td>1.8799e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4521e+03</td>
<td>1.4521e+03</td>
<td>1.4521e+03</td>
<td>1.4521e+03</td>
<td>1.4521e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4586e+03</td>
<td>1.5806e+03</td>
<td>1.6511e+03</td>
<td>1.6883e+03</td>
<td>1.6883e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.9180e+03</td>
<td>1.7960e+03</td>
<td>1.7255e+03</td>
<td>1.6883e+03</td>
<td>1.6883e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.9512e+03</td>
<td>3.0732e+03</td>
<td>3.1437e+03</td>
<td>3.1809e+03</td>
<td>3.1809e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2468e+04</td>
<td>1.2590e+04</td>
<td>1.2660e+04</td>
<td>1.2698e+04</td>
<td>1.2698e+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High demand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6738e+03</td>
<td>1.8541e+03</td>
<td>1.9948e+03</td>
<td>2.1389e+03</td>
<td>2.2718e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1559e+03</td>
<td>2.4122e+03</td>
<td>2.5461e+03</td>
<td>2.5754e+03</td>
<td>2.4648e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3353e+03</td>
<td>2.6326e+03</td>
<td>2.9385e+03</td>
<td>3.0831e+03</td>
<td>3.1841e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6205e+03</td>
<td>1.8651e+03</td>
<td>2.0387e+03</td>
<td>2.1828e+03</td>
<td>2.3157e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6473e+03</td>
<td>1.8713e+03</td>
<td>2.0490e+03</td>
<td>2.1751e+03</td>
<td>2.3382e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8928e+03</td>
<td>3.2550e+03</td>
<td>3.5172e+03</td>
<td>3.5651e+03</td>
<td>3.3925e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2325e+03</td>
<td>3.7036e+03</td>
<td>4.1188e+03</td>
<td>4.3888e+03</td>
<td>4.6847e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5558e+04</td>
<td>1.7594e+04</td>
<td>1.9203e+04</td>
<td>2.0109e+04</td>
<td>2.0652e+04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scenario, increasing the CAV penetration rate does not enhance the total outflow of a network; improvement is less than 2% for a CAV penetration rate of 75%, while no further improvement above this percentage is observed. In the high demand scenario, the outflow of the reservoirs increases as the CAV penetration rate increases; therefore, increasing the CAV penetration rate has a positive effect on a networks' total outflow in a high demand scenario. For CAV penetration rates of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, outflow increases by 13.09%, 23.43%, 29.25%, and 32.74%, respectively. The results from this section highlight the positive role CAVs play in enhancing network flow capacity and preventing congested traffic conditions, especially in high demand scenarios. CAVs have a positive effect on congestion alleviation and they can be adopted to enhance the congested traffic condition.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter developed a new multi-reservoir dynamic network loading (MRDNL) approach to model more closely traffic dynamics in large-scale urban networks composed of several reservoirs. Based on interactions between hyper-link and hyper-node models, I further studied the proper wave propagation in an urban reservoir and closely estimated the resulting inner-reservoir travel time. These hyper-link and hyper-node models are continually interacting through the conventional LTM framework. The hyper-link model, which is based on a piece-wise linear MFD, introduces a set of constraints based on VT to compute upper bounds for the upstream and downstream cumulative accumulations; thus, adequately capturing multiple existing kinematic waves. While considering the total receiving capacity and the competing demand, the new hyper-node model correctly estimates the transferring flow between neighbouring reservoirs. Unlike existing accumulation-based MFD models that often ignore inner-reservoir travel time, our MRDNL captures time delay in vehicle propagation between the two boundaries of a reservoir and accordingly provides an appropriate estimation of traffic flow. Based on
this traffic network representation, the viscosity issue observed in earlier accumulation-based MFD models is thus prevented. Another significant contribution of this approach is its ability to incorporate CAVs into urban traffic networks to provide insights into their network-wide effect.

The numerical results suggest that the new approach successfully discerns the evolution of flow within reservoirs and captures multiple forward and backward kinematic waves under various demand scenarios. With its avoidance of space discretization requirements, our MRDNL model significantly suppresses large-scale urban networks’ computational tractability issues. Therefore, the MRDNL model improves both computational efficiency and realism compared to the previous models. Also, the numerical analysis for incorporating CAVs into the traffic model successfully evaluated the performance of the large-scale urban network in a mixed traffic environment composed of different combinations of CAVs and conventional vehicles. As expected, the presence of CAVs is shown to modify the shape and scatter of MFD. Overall, increasing the CAV penetration rate results in improved network outflow. The results also indicate that when more precise information is shared with CAVs, the congestion level reduces in some reservoirs, while the MFD scatter might increase in others due to frequent rerouting. However, more research based on microsimulation analysis is needed to confirm these findings.

For future research, MRDNL can be extended to include more complex urban network structures with multiple parallel or crossing arterials and intersections that allow turn movements. The current framework considers links with identical fundamental diagrams and is thus not directly applicable to heterogeneous traffic networks with irregular topology and specifications.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

This final chapter summarizes the major achievements of this thesis and offers an outlook on issues that need to be addressed in MFD-based modelling and control of large-scale urban networks. The current study better represents MFD-based traffic networks by capturing important phenomena of traffic networks, such as multiple kinematic waves, queueing, and precise estimations of inner-reservoir travel time. Rigorous modelling of traffic networks has major implications on the efficacy of the developed control models. Further, the crucial role of road users is considered in the models, and anticipatory and fair control approaches are developed with this role in mind. Understanding the effect of CAVs on the shape and scatter of MFD, while suggesting a fairly easy approach for incorporating CAVs into the MFD dynamics and without modelling at the micro-level, is another major achievement of this thesis.

Section 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 share an overall summary and the key findings of chapters 2, 3, and 4. Section 5.4 suggests directions and recommendations for future research.

5.1 Research contributions and findings on the network-wide anticipatory control of an urban network using macroscopic fundamental diagram

Chapter 2 presents an anticipative control approach for a network-wide control of an urban network using a macroscopic fundamental diagram. The control scheme consists of two levels of control and route choice and is modeled in an MPC framework to
proactively respond to congested traffic conditions. This research contributes to the previous body of knowledge as follows:

- **Modelling a network-wide anticipatory control scheme by incorporating stochastic user equilibrium as a lower level into the control model:** The developed anticipatory control scheme incorporates road users' routing behaviour into the control framework rather than as an input to the model. The developed control solutions are global solutions to the model. The results indicate improvement in overall efficiency of the network measured in terms of TTS. Further, the network moves toward the system optimum traffic conditions, which is used as a benchmark of an ideal control strategy with best optimality. Control strategies developed without consideration of road users yield sub-optimal solutions and force strict control instructions on the network.

- **Modelling a region-based stochastic user equilibrium route choice model:** The stochastic route choice model developed at the regional level illustrates road users route choice behaviour in response to perimeter control instructions inserted into the network and the resulting regional travel time and waiting time. Such solutions are modelled considering road users’ perception of travel time captured using a logit route choice model and is solved using an MSA algorithm.

5.2 Research contributions and findings on the fairness-aware and efficient large-scale urban network control: A macroscopic fundamental diagram approach

Chapter 3 introduces a proportionally fair perimeter control scheme for a multi-region urban network based on MFD. The control scheme, modelled in an MPC framework, meters the flow transferring between different neighbour regions while considering the balanced distribution of average speed and queue. Chapter 3 contributes to the previous
body of knowledge as follows:

- *Introducing the concept of fairness for control of a large-scale urban network*: The proportional fairness concept is adopted for control of a large-scale urban network. A novel utility measure based on a balanced distribution of average regional speed and queue among regions is introduced. Performance of the developed model indicates increased fairness without sacrificing efficiency.

### 5.3 Research contributions and findings on the macroscopic dynamic network loading model using variational theory in a connected and autonomous vehicle environment

In chapter 4, a multi-reservoir dynamic network loading (MRDNL) scheme that consists of a hyper-link and a hyper-node model is developed. The developed MRDNL more closely models traffic dynamics in a large-scale urban network that is composed of several reservoirs. Using variational theory, the LWR model is incorporated into MFD dynamics to enhance traffic propagation at reservoirs. The hyper-link model describes the evolution of vehicles inside the reservoirs, while the hyper-node model transfers the flow to other parts of the network. The hyper-link and hyper-node models are related through the conventional link transmission model (LTM). Further, this chapter incorporates CAVs into MFD dynamics to model an urban network under mixed traffic conditions. This chapter contributes to the previous body of knowledge as follows:

- *Enhancing MFD to capture multiple forward and backward kinematic waves and presenting a precise estimation of inner-regional travel time*: The LWR kinematic wave model is integrated into MFD dynamics to capture multiple forward and backward kinematic waves in an urban network in the form of a hyper-link that has a piece-wise linear MFD. Using variational theory, a set of constraints are developed that construct an upper bound for the cumulative accumulation val-
ues at the upstream and downstream ends of reservoirs. Two algorithms are developed to solve the forward and backward wave models. Unlike the existing accumulation-based MFD models that often ignore inner-reservoir travel time, our MRDNL captures time delay in vehicle propagation between the two boundaries of a reservoir and, accordingly, provides an appropriate estimation of traffic flow. Based on this traffic network representation, the viscosity issue observed in earlier accumulation-based MFD models is thus prevented.

- **Comparing the performance of the developed MRDNL to that of CTM:** To validate the assumption that MRDNL is able to model traffic network precisely, the performance of the developed model is compared to that of CTM. The results indicate that the developed model performs well in terms of propagating traffic within a network, and it requires less computational effort compared to previous models discussed in the literature. Our MRDNL model significantly suppresses large-scale urban networks’ computational tractability issues because it avoids space discretization requirements.

- **Developing a simple framework for integrating CAVs into an MFD framework and evaluating network performance under mixed traffic conditions:** The developed model can easily integrate CAVs into MFD traffic dynamics and provides insight into the network-wide effect of CAVs in traffic networks. Increasing CAV penetration rates improves network outflow and production. In addition, the effect of the information accessible to CAVs on networks’ traffic conditions is investigated. We found that when more precise information is shared with CAVs, congestion levels decrease in some reservoirs, while the MFD scatter might increase in other reservoirs due to frequent rerouting.

5.4 Recommendations for future work

There are several possible future directions for this research.
The queue resulting from implementing perimeter control can adversely affect the existence of a well-defined MFD. The spatio-temporal dynamics of queues and their effect on maximum outflow and heterogeneity of the MFD-based network have to be investigated and included in the control framework. The type of queue considered in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis is a point queue model that does not occupy any space and does not consider spillback. Although heterogeneity in travel production resulting from queuing was modelled in chapter 3, this issue needs further investigation by considering physical queues and spillback effect in an MFD-based traffic network.

Another potential extension is to extend the developed MRDNL in chapter 4 to describe more complex urban network structures that have multiple parallel or crossing arterials and intersections that allow turn movements. The current framework considers links with identical fundamental diagrams and is thus not directly applicable to heterogeneous traffic networks with irregular topology and specifications.

The proportional fairness concept introduced in chapter 3 can be adopted to develop other control strategies, such as route guidance. This advisory control scheme heavily relies on road users’ compliance to the routing instructions; a fair perimeter control strategy that considers road users’ utility is expected to increase compliance to the routing instructions and improve a network’s traffic conditions. In addition, multi-level control schemes that target different goals or different regional and sub-regional levels can be developed using MFD concept.

The limitation of this dissertation is unavailability of real traffic data to test the developed control strategies. The applicability of current control strategies can be tested using real traffic networks. Also, data driven approaches can be adopted for enhancing travel time estimation and traffic state prediction.
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